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ha Gamma Delta sorority makes their own tie-die t-shirts formal dance. 
in the Craft Depot for their upcoming "Grateful Garn" in-
Series 
defended 
by CAA 
By CRAIG EDWARDS 
Administration editor 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs passed a resolution 
Thursday requesting the Board 
of Governors to reconsider its 
· decision which del).ied WEIU­
TV the right to show The 
Untouchables. 
CAA member· Jeffrey Lynch 
proposed the resolution which 
was drafted from a . similar 
resolution passed by the 
Faculty Senate on Tuesday. 
The resolution states that the 
board members "offered no 
valid reason for voting against 
the request . to purchase and 
show The Untouchables on 
WEIU-TV." 
Eastern President Stan Rives 
included the $23,650 television 
film license agreement for The 
Untouchables in his April 
purchase requests. Although 
funding for the program would 
have come from a community 
service grant, the BOG must 
approve all university ex­
OfmditurP.R of $10,000 or more. 
dicial Affairs investigating rugby incident 
' . 
's Judicial Affairs Office is 
ting an alleged incident in 
Eastern female student said 
subjected to verbal and 
sexual harrassment at a party 
by the university's rugby 
a game last Saturday. 
Amy Smilgius said in a letter 
tor printed Wednesday in The 
tern News that she was 
during the club's "Alouette" 
party at 406 Jackson Ave . 
further stated in the letter 
' g the ritual, a randornly­
girl is "forced on a guy's 
, verbally harrassed with 
arities, beer is thrown at her 
· grabbed in personal areas 
that no guy has the right to 
" 
Smilgius has refused to comment 
further on the situation. 
Keith Kohanzo, Eastern judicial 
affairs hearing officer, said, 'We are 
looking into the situation, and we are 
interested. We will follow up c;,1 it. 
' 'We will do some investigating, I 
suppose . . . . (The investigation) is 
confidential, even though the incident 
is a public matter," Kohanzo said. 
The incident is being investigated by 
the Judicial Affairs Office even though 
it occured at a private residence and the 
Rugby Club is recognized, but not 
sponsored, by the university. After 
completing its investigation, the 
Judicial Affairs Office will recommend 
whether the Judicial Board should take 
further action. 
"Eastern's rugby club is not a 
university-sponsored activity, but it 
doesn't mean we can't get involved in 
the behavioral factions," Kohanzo said. 
"We can possibly get involvLd; a 
complaint doesn't have to (be filed) for 
us to get involved," Kohanzo said .  ''It is 
not require<.. for the victim to be the 
accuser. She might be invited to be a 
witness or a written statement might 
be emissible." 
Kohanzo compared the current in­
cident to a case last semester which 
resulted in the suspension of Eastern 
student Terry Zeman. The Judicial 
Board suspended Zeman for one year 
after it determined he had violated 
state, federal ot municipal laws, which 
can result in suspension according to 
Eastern's Student Conduct Code . 
However, the suspension occured 
before Zeman pleaded guilty to a mob 
action charge in a Coles County Court . 
''In the Zeman case there were no 
students who complained, and the 
(Charleston) police came forth as 
witnesses," Kohanzo said . 
Kohanzo explained the Judicial 
Affairs Office has the responsibility 
and right to look into any event that 
involves a student in a violation of 
conduct codes. 
However, a Judicial Affairs Office 
investigation of the alleged incident at 
the Rugby Club party, would seem out 
of character for Eastern's judicial body. 
Regarding off-campus incidents, 
Kohanzo said, 'We only get involved in 
serious matters such as dealing with a 
student dealing drugs. If the student is 
dealing in the community, they are 
probably dealing drugs on campus. 
"We draw a line if there is a serious 
nature, as in the case of Terry Zeman," 
he added. "We chose to deal with that. 
"The question now is if the the in­
(See JUDICIAL, page 5A) 
ing student elections bring out meager 770 voters 
Wednesday's Student Government 
drew only a meager 770 voters, the voter 
not the lowest ever. 
votes were cast in the fall of 1985 elec-
Body President-elect Mike Riordan 
votes to 79 for write-in candidate John 
spring Riordan got 1,112 votes in the 
ernor's representative race . 
the fall elections have small turnouts, and 
"ons have large turnouts," Student Body 
Deb Camren. "This year was turned 
The executive races are held in the spring elections. 
Students came out in large numbers (2,423) last fall 
to vote down the proposed recreation center 
referendum, and voted on 17 open senate seats . 
Last spring's elections saw nearly 2,000 students 
vote . In the spring of 1986 2,043 students casts votes. 
Camren attributed the low turnout to the lack of 
competition . ''The pressll_re wasn't on the parties to 
make sure people got out and voted." 
The lack of competition did surprise Camren, "I 
heard rumors of some people that were planning to 
run, but they just never followed through." 
Camren defeated Dan Beeman of the Student Party 
and Roger Thomson of. the Voice Party last Spring for· 
the student presidency . 
Riordan said, after the election Wednesday, his 
party was "strategically" assembled .  By recruiting 
electable senators with name recognition he said these 
senators could have caused some of the lack of op­
position. 
He said he started the party before Christmas 
break. 
The number of ballots cast for the senate districts 
were: 
•Residence Hall-4 72 
•At-Large-7 64 
•Of£. Campus-4 72 
·"It's hard to say," Camren said about the possibility 
of students losing interest in Student Government, ''I 
would hate to think there is a downward trend." 
d about Eastein's ROJC program in The Verge 
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Associated Press 
State/Nation/World 
Bankrobbers kill five in Los Mochis 
Thirty-one hostages reunited with 
family and friends after hijacking 
LOS MOCHIS, Mexico-GuniJ!e!l holding �ore than.40 
peopld19stage in:a bank tried to leave the building today, 
but p()lfoe firecfb,ack and wounded one gunman; The � 
, Croas 'said five p00ple have. �n . killed and at le�st-15 
· .wouride<l in the 24-hour standoff. 
· · 
"We want to leave now," one of the seven gunman said in 
a telephone call to MexiCo's major morning TV news 
program, on the private Televisa network. 
"We want a helicopter .... They don't want to meet their 
agreement," he said, clearly agitated after the shooting. 
"I'm not going to respect anyone anymore .... They started 
to shoot." 
Anchonnan Guillermo Ochoa appealed to the gunman to 
stay calm. 
ALGIERS (AP)-Thirty-one 
hostages freed after 15. days 
.. aboard a hijacked Kuwaiti jumbo 
jet flew to \yaitjng,. families in 
Kuwait today> Officials in Beirut. 
denied reportS that the hijackers 
found haven in Beirut. 
The 24 passengers and seven 
crew members from the Kuwait 
Airways Boeing 7 4 7 that was 
seized April 5 left Algiers airport 
at 3:20 p.m. (12:20 p.m. EDT). 
They were freed Wednesday. 
KUNA, Kuwait's official news 
agency, said an official and 
public reception was planned for 
tonight. Most of the former 
hostages are Kuwaiti. 
The hijackers had demanded 
that Kuwait free 1 7 imprisoned ahead of the. hostages at 
terrorists, which Kuwait Wednesday. . . 
rejected. But there were reports.. . . KUNA, citing; uni 
that Kuwait agreed to. commute Algeri!lp · 8ources;· Said 
the· death sentences: of � of mediatqrs promised the hij 
the prisoners.. 
. . 
safe passage to travel t.o Be' 
Before the hostages left aboard Tehran. 
a Kuwait Airways Boeing 767, Western diplomats in 
Kuwaiti official Ahmad Fahd speaking on condition 
said all were found f�t to travel anonymity, said. they · 
after medical examinations at the hijackers went to Beirut. 
the military hospital in Algiers. CBS, without naming 
Fahd was sent here to oversee the said today that the hijacken 
cns1s. arrived in Beirut. But 
The nine hijackers, who had airport officials, also s 
killed two Kuwaiti hostages, privately, told The 
were believed to have left Algeria Press that the hijackers 
after slipping out of the plane arrived. 
Within minutes, Sinaloa state Gov. Francisco Labastida 
Ochoa was on the line and offered to let the gunmen meet 
with a committee of Red Cross officials, journalist&, a 
Roman Catholic priest and state police who would 
guarantee safety and due process of law. 
The Red Cross volunteered to escort gunmen from the 
bank, but it was not known whether the offer would be 
accepted. 
Hundreds of police surrounded the Banamex bank in this 
city of 120,000 on the Gulf of California about 500 miles 
south of Tuscon, Ariz. 
"Normal relationship" with U.S., 
Soviets unlikely says Reagan 
Gore decides to suspend campaign 
WASHINGTON-Sen. Albert Gore Jr. said Thursday he 
would suspend his campaign for the 1988 Democratic 
presidential nomination and said he would do "everything 
I can" to elect a Democrat as the next president. 
In a graceful exit, Gore said he would technically remain 
a candidate to permit his delegates to attend the 
Democratic National Convention. 
But, he said in room crowded with supporters, "I want no 
part of a stop Jackson or a stop Dukakis movement. The 
only man I want to stop is George Bush and we're going to 
stop George Bush." 
WASHINGTON (AP)-Presid­
ent Reagan, five weeks before 
meeting with Mikhail Gor­
bachev, said today that the 
United States and the Soviet 
Union cannot have "normal 
relationship" unless Moscow 
changes its ways and stops in­
terfering in nations such as 
Afghanistan. 
iiuclear missiles, signed at the 
last U.S.-Soviet summit, before 
he and the Soviet Communist 
Party general secretary meet 
May 29 in Moscow. 
He spoke hours after Senate 
majority Leader RObert C. Byrd 
said the Senate won't rush to 
ratify the treaty despite White 
House pressure to do so by the 
summit. 
The president said the 
Union can build trust only 
it stops interfering in 
nations and improves it.s 
of human rights. 
"Our policy is in 
nurture what you migh 
more normal relations 
East and West," Reagan 
He said that a Soviet 
that tramples on the righ 
own people "can never ha 
normal relations with the 
States and the rest of Gore exited with a joke after a failed campaign that he 
said lasted 10 months and a million miles. 
"I was doing great until I turned 40," the Tennessee 
senator said. Gore's withdrawal leaves only front-runner 
. Michael Dukakis and Jesse Jackson as active candidates 
for the Democratic nomination. 
Reagan, m a wide-ranging 
speech on U.S.-Soviet ties, listed 
a variety of concerns for both 
superpowers, including arms 
control, the famine ravaging 
Ethiopia and the peace process in 
Central America. 
The treaty is not scheduled to 
go to the Senate floor until May 
9.  
As for relations with a nation 
Reagan once labeled "the evil 
empire," he said that "the next 
few months will be no time for 
complacency, no time to sit back 
and congratulate ourselves." 
world. 
''Neither can a Soviet 
that is always trying t.o 
way into other countries 
have a normal relatio · 
On arms control, the president 
urged the Senate to ratify the 
treaty banning medium-range us. " 
Beach 
Party 
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FRI & SAT 
MY PLACE 
LOUNGE 
-Presents­
BOB CROSSMAN 
(New Rock n' Roll) From 9-12 
-DRINK SPECIALS�. 
FRI.:... $2 Pitchers 
$1 Watermelon Shots 
SAT-$2Pitchers & 75¢ Rum & Coke 
__ iii __ 
PONDEROSA 
.•· .. . 
:Super Deals on Grea.tl\teal 
·- Ri�eye �· ; .. Rlbeye & · . 
· Dinner Chicken Combo . .  only. only 
$4.99 OR $5.99 
(Save $1.00) (Save $1.49) 
Dinners include choice of potato, salad buffet and sundae and desert bar. 
FreeP.�l:ll;On 
�· 224 Richmond Ave., East Mattoon, Illinois 
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MARTHA WEAVER I Staff photographer 
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3A 
Camp focuses on 
college minorities 
By ALMA WATSON 
Staff writer 
Due to the sudden drop in 
minority enrollment here at 
Eastern, a program called The 
Leadership and College Prep 
Camp was formed three years 
ago. 
Faculty Coordinator An­
thony Oseguera said, ''The 
Leadership and College Prep 
Camp was created to bring 
outstanding college-bound 
minorities to EIU. 
"I got involved because I 
thought it was important-a 
major university with a little 
over 10,000 enrolled and 
hardly any minorities, or in­
ternational students. As far as 
females there are a lot, but 
when it comes to minorities the 
numbers are very low," said 
Oseguera, an associate 
professor in the speech 
comm unica ti on departmel). t. 
Oseguera said the program 
receives applicants from 
throughout Illmois who have 
been nommated by their high 
school counselor, or member of 
their community to attend the 
workshop. "The workshop 
itself is intensive, insofar as 
the student is asked to take 
course work in several areas 
that we feel gives him or her a 
taste of the college curriculum. 
"We try to teach the courses 
at a college level. Because most 
of the students who come to us 
are in the upper fourth of their 
class. They show strong 
abilities in extra-curric. 1.ar 
activities and academics. They 
have very strong leadership 
skills," he said. 
- Oseguera said the purpose of 
the program is to encourage 
Correction 
the students to hopefully make 
Eastern their choice of school. 
The program is a scholarship 
program with all expenses 
paid. Oseguera noted, "It's an 
expensive program, but very 
well worth while. 
"We feel that Eastern 
benefits by having a multi­
colored body of students. I feel 
I speak for the whole 
university when I say Eastern 
regards itself as a multi-ethnic 
university that is open ob­
viously to people of any color, 
creed or nationality. The 
problem however has been that 
we have not succeeded in at­
tracting more blacks and 
hispanics to this campus. The 
figures speak for themselves. 
Fifteen years ago their were 
more enrolled then today," he 
said. 
Oseguera believes the 
program shows the effort by 
the university, the Board of 
Governors, and the state to 
r e c r u i t  m o r e  minority  
students. 
Oseguera said his job consists 
of hiring the faculty who-work 
in the leadership camp and to 
make sure everything goes 
smoothly. 
Recently Oseguera visited 
J.H. Bowen and Benito Juarez 
High Schools in Chicago. Ill. 
Sr ri. Miguel del Valle 
1 , ·nmended Eastern recruit 
lrum these two particular 
schools, Oseguera noted. 
Oseguera said the schools 
were both very strong in 
academic excellence. "Bowen 
placed first in mathematics 
and science contest. 
The workshop will be held 
June 19-25. 
Edwards, a senior f inance major, looks 
.e books at the l ibrary book sale 
Thursday afternoon .  The book sale ended at 3 
p. Thursday 
Information concerning the 
Page One Tavern raffle for free 
summer or fall tuition was 
incorrectly reported in the 
April 8 edition of The Daily 
Eastern News. Those persons 
interested in receiving a raffle 
ticket by mail must send a self­
addressed, stamped envelope. 
The News regrets the error. 
ociates bid farewell to activities director 
five years as a faculty 
Student Activities 
Anita Craig is bidding 
to Eastern 
for a career 
said with a 
· 1 be accepting a 
as a moderator with 
·can Assembly of 
School of Business 
· . "I'll be moderating 
and conferences for 
usiness schools," she 
joy planmng and this 
me to do just that." 
at Eastern she has 
w o r k e d  w i t h  S t u d e n t  
Government, the University 
Board and the Apportionment 
Board, as well as fraternities 
and sorotities. Members of 
these organizations expressed 
their thoughts about Craig. 
"She really knew what was 
going on around here and 
helped students with their 
problems," said newly elected 
executive vice president 
Andrea Pyle. 
"She was someone you could 
go to for advice, she was a 
friend and someone I will miss 
very much. It's going to be a big 
loss to the univers1 ty for 
letting her go," UB member 
William Heilenbach said. 
"I worked with her (Anita) 
for three years and I have 
never seen someone gain as 
much respect from students as 
she did. She was the best in the 
adviser role," noted Former UB 
Chair Jeff Lyegaas. 
Craig said to her knowledge 
no one on her staff has applied 
for activites director. 
Several students said that 
Assistant Activies Director 
Ceci Brinker could be a good 
candidate for the position. 
"I think Ceci could do a good 
job given the chance," said 
former senator Bob Valenic. 
"She would make an excellent 
director because she's the type who worked hard with 
of person that gets things s t u d e n t s- gr a duate s 
done," said Denise Smyles, a 
member of Delta Sigma Theta 
sorority and the Panhellic 
Council. 
Brinker said she is interested 
in the position, but because of 
her involvement with several 
minority programs she will not 
apply for the position. Brinker 
said she sees Craig as "a person 
with strong resources toward 
life." 
Craig said the graduate 
program she was involved in is 
what attracted her to work at 
Eastern. She said she wants to 
be. remembered as "a person 
especially." 
"I think we're (Eastern) 
putting better graduates in the 
job market today than we did 
five years ago," she added. 
Craig described the role of an 
activites director as, "A person 
with a vision for students to 
reach opportunities and en­
courage them to do the best 
they can do." 
"Glenn Williams (vice 
president for student affairs) 
gave me strong suppo!t ·my 
entire stay here, I owe him a 
lot."· 
Charleston store will feature West Coast Fashions 
rock band 2001 . she thinks Charleston needs a little 
The store owner, Beth Sager, said the :Vest Coast fashion sense. 
Ill., woman says she has ust 
m women need in fashion at 
store Checkers. at the 
opening will take place out oors "I needed to fill a (fashion) void; 
provided the weather holds out. "The Illinois is a fashion wasteland," Sager 
forecast cails for rain. I'm keepmg my said 
students. I'm going to sell con­
temporary clothes," Sager said. 
"The location of the store is the best 
spot in Coles County. In one 24-hour 
period, 21,700 cars passed the 
University Village," she said. corner of the m tersect10n of 
enue nd ourth Street m 
1ty Viuage shopping center 
n 
penmg tor t e store wi tle 
av lrom noon to 3 p.m. 
tore. The festivities will be 
w1.h a µerf ·· ., nee bi the 
... . . .. ... ""' ....__ � . 
fingers crossed." /' ougn several clothmg stores that 
SarPr rece;wd 'her bachelor <: degree .:>ccup1ed ne west corner 1f the 
in prcduct e ign from t;outhern Umversity Village have failed in the 
Tllino1 T m ·e <:1t in Carbondale in past because of lack of busmess, Sager 
:9�� before she moved to California. remams undaunted. She is convinced 
;:,he remamed m aliforma for almost s. e has a winning formula for success. 
one year before opening her store m �. rev10us. owiiers · id not catei: .to·. 9harleston earlier this month becau e· · · ·-College students I'm targeting c?l!�!f�. 
Sager also said she is planning to 
expand in both inventory and the 
number of Checker stores. "In a few 
weeks, I'll be selling my own designs." 
'If the this store does well, I plan to 
open a store in. another college town 
l.ik� Cf:1rt>0ndale or Champa_ign.�' 
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Eastern must 
enforce current 
.. . 
smoking p_of icy 
Across the llnited States, state and local 
governments are extinguishing cigarette 
smoking on passenger flights and in public 
buildings such as department stores and 
restaurants. 
Reflecting an outcry'"P[l th�. ·P,ar t of non­
smokers, who feel· that SQloker� infringe 
Editorial upon their rTghts to work ar:id live in a sm9keless 
environment, tbese new 
rule$ are undoubtedly affecting the health, 
convenience and legal rights of smoker.s and 
non-smokers alike. However, receni 
developments show a defimte trend in favor 
of non-smokers. 
Pittsburgh has banned smoking in public 
buildings; as of April 23, federal law will pro­
hibit smoking on any flights of two hours or 
less; New York city imposed a ban on all 
smoking in public areas; and Northwestern 
Airlines has banned smoking on all flights. 
Such public controversy over smoking even 
spurred Eastern to adopt a no-smoking policy 
in May of last year. 
Under the policy, the rights of non-smokers 
are antecedent to that of smokers. However, 
this smoking policy 1s not being followed by 
the entire staff at Eastern. 
Within that policy, smoking is explicitly ban­
ned from "common areas including elevators, 
reception areas, client service areas, mail 
rooms, copier rooms �nd lounges except 
when designated." The policy bans smoking 
from classrooms, lecture halls, theaters, 
museums,·shops, the library, and no less than 
two-third� of cafeterias and food services. 
However, th� food service staff in Carman 
Hall has seen fitto disregard this decree from 
the university. They continue to smoke in 
areas designated as "non-smoking." 
. Eloise Black, Carman food service $Jper­
visor has knowingly allowed her subordinates 
to smoke in non-smoking area�:-ln an attempt 
to reconcile the situation, she claims that 
because no complaints have reached her, 
she didn't feel that there was a problem. 
Your tum 
Triathlon successful 
thanks co groups 
E ditor: 
So often we read about the 
apathy of Eastern students. I n· 
stead we would l ike to recognize 
members of Alpha Phi Omega and 
the Public Relations Student 
Society of America as outstanding 
individuals 
When we decided to organize 
the first Eastern I l linois Indoor 
Triathlon we came to them with 
nothing to offer but experience. 
Each organization wi l l ingly offered 
their skills without asking "what's 
in it for me," which seems to be 
the slogan of the 80s 
They are not only well organiz· 
ed, talented and functioning, but 
an assest to our school. PRSSA 
and APO demonstrated the 
dedication it takes to be a suc­
cessful organization. 
What a pleasant feeling it is to 
know that we could count on stu­
dent groups to be so g iving of 
their time and support with such 
professionalism. 
The Triathlon was enjoyed by all ·· 
who participated, but without 
PRSSA and APO we wouldn't 
have pulled it off. It was a perfect 
example of what positive things 
can happen when student groups 
work together. · 
Dan Beeman, Triathlon Club 
Rugby team gives 
apology to Smilgius 
Editor: 
After reading the letter from 
Amy Smilg ius and the Daily 
Eastern News article of April 20, I 
feel it necessary to respond on 
behalf of the rugby team and our 
fans. 
To begin, the Rugby Club would 
like to offer its apologies to Ms. 
Smilgius for any humil iation she 
may have suffered. As I, and 
several others have tried to ex­
plain, the "Alouette" song is a 
traditional part of any rugby party 
all over the world. The song is 
sung with no harm meant toward 
the girl. 
Out of years playing rugby, I 
have never seen a situation l ike 
this materialize after a party. 
It should be known that when 
the song begins, not only the 
players gather, but people from 
the party also join in. The fact that 
the singers surround the girl is by -
no means meant to.trap her. They 
simply gather around in a circle 
just to sing to her. 
At the party Saturday night, 
guys were gathered in back of the 
alouette g irl hold ing her up so she 
would.n't fall backwards like the 
first girl did. 
The grabbing of personal areas 
is NOT a part of the song and if it 
happened , we again apologize . I f  
the t.eam was not acting in good 
faith' , they would not have let her 
Such conduct is unacceptable. -The policy -
.. of-resfricfif g -!fmokirig tO- certain-areas· muse--· 
be enforced. 
This policy allows for smoking; but not at 
the expense of non-smokers. It would be 
wise for university officials to control the 
situation and enforce a policy that they 
created. 
If the administration chooses to ignore the 
situation, their consistency with regard to 
policy enforcment should be subjected to 
qu�stiQ".lil')g. ·.· · 
down after a couple o verses. 
Once again I would like to make 
1t clear to everyone that the rugby 
team apologizes to Ms Smilgius. 
The incident happened with the in­
tention of having fun and sticking 
with tradition. Certain ly nothing 
personal was meant by the song 
There are two points I'd l ike to 
make. It 1s clear that the club as a 
whole may have let things get out 
of hand. 
We can only try to keep things 
under control in the future. Also, it 
should be clear that rugby parties 
get pretty wild. I t  wouldn't be a 
rugby party if it d idn't. Nobody 
forces people to come or stay. 
We don't try to hurt or offend 
anyone, but some ideas of good 
taste may be d ifferent than ours. 
Consequently, they get offended. 
If there is uncertainty about our 
parties, there is the option of 
staying home. 
John Walker, 
Rugby Club President 
Class gift can1paign 
. asks for donations 
Editor: 
A campaign on campus is· rais­
ing funds for a senior class gift. 
The campaign is being led by 
seniors to raise money for the 
MOVE Scholarship and Panther 
Cat '88. The MOVE Scholarship 
will be helping students from all 
backgrounds and will move from 
one area of need on campus to 
another. The Panther Cat '88 will 
be a computer catalog system for 
Booth Library to supplement the 
slow paced and soon to be out­
dated firing system now in  use. 
This is a great way to give back 
to Eastern for all it has g iven you . 
A pledge of $100 is asked, but 
one can give as much or as l ittle 
as he or she wants. Payment can 
be made in four installments over 
four  years, and the first in­
stallment does not have to be 
made unti l  one year after gradua­
tion. For example, a payment plan 
might be: $10, $20, $30, $40. 
If you are interested in giving 
something back to Eastern in the 
name of the Class of '88 you can 
write to: 1 988 Students for Ex­
cellence, Brainard House, Eastern 
I llinois University, C harleston, I ll. 
61920. Or you can call me, Mike 
Altekruse at 345-1598. 
Mike Altekruse 
Alouette is merely a 
joke, nothing more 
Editor: 
This is in reference to the letter 
to the editor concerning the 
Rugby Club's alouette. 
First of all , t�e club is only 
throwing a party to have fun. Part 
of the fun is to sing the alouette 
to a girl . . . any girl. 
The club picks someone out of 
the crowd and sings to her, 
her personally. but to whome 
is up on the guy s shoulders. 
one should take 1t seriously. 
Like Marty Schiller said, "It 
in good fun," and I believe t 
all they (the Rugby team) m 
At a past party, they had p' 
me up to be the alouette girl. • 
was slightly embarrassed at 
song since I had n ever heard 
before, but I quickly remem 
it was just a joke and no one 
takes it personally-at least 
ones who understand it. 
All you can do is go along 
them and laugh at the lyric 
are kind of funny. 
One more thing, one of the 
rules-if you please-of the 
alouette is not to touch or 
beer on the alouette girl. The 
son that did was most likely 
member of the club since he 
not realize it. 
Physical fitness 
makes menta l fi 
Editor: 
I am writing in response to 
Jared Thompson's narrow 
letter to the editor which ape 
peared April 8, "Students 
priorities . "  
I think ,  Jared , that you· 
presented a grotesquely 
generalized statement of 
population .  Let me ask this, 
you ever heard of mental 
being? I n  case you haven't, 
state of mental relaxation, 
stress , anxiety and worry. 
To shed some light on 
cusations, one of the gr 
healthiest ways to achieve 
through physical fitness. If 
haven't noticed , the fitness­
at Eastern is overwhelming 
However, I doubt that 
overall G . P  .A. of these par· 
ticipants has suffered. It is 
another story if a student 
his stud ies due to too m 
tivities. • 
Perhaps you have addr 
the issue of time manag 
stead. That is the key to 
ing academic achievement 
as fitness, 
The average student 
1 8 hours of class, plus 4 
of sleep.  That leaves 62 
of extra time to study. 
Can you honestly say 
hours of activities a week 
to decrease one's acad 
Across the country, 
t ions are beginning fitn 
grams and installing fitn 
ment. They believe ph 
being leads to mental w 
P.S . I was curious as 
being a member of the 
team , as you are Jared, 
with your career in 
management? 
Friday,April22, 1988 
JOE DRISCOLL I Staff photographer 
leathers, a member of Eastern's ROTC west side of Buzzard Building Thursday after­
' battles the rain  as he repels down the noon. 
n (concerning the 
incident at the Rugby 
party) is accurate," 
said. "I am interested 
"tial report, and I am 
the information that 
yway." . 
added that he will 
interested in hearing 
le who were at the 
ay. 
udicial Affairs Office 
nds the Judicial 
take action, the 
· ns could be severe 
gby Club. 
ugby Club) could lose 
field a n d  th e i r  
'on from Eastern," 
'd. "Rugby Club has 
ection with . the 
. They are recognized 
; they can use 
facilities and the 
, if action is taken 
Rugby Club by the 
, the club would not 
same rights as an 
student. 
displinary actions 
tial. It is a federal 
I can't discuss an 
al s t u d e n t ' s  
actions," Kohanzo 
1,600 yearbooks still 
available to students 
About 1,400 Warbler 
yea_rbooks are still available 
for pick-up at the Warbler 
office on the first floor of the 
Buzzard Building through 
Friday, said Edi tor in Chief 
Jon Sall. 
1'As nf (Tuesday) night, there 
were 1,600 (Warblers) left. 
We've been averaging about 
200 books a day this week. 
That's pretty slow," Sall said. 
Students may pick up their 
yearbooks from 9 a.m. to 4 
p.m. in front of the Warbler 
office. After Friday, Sall said 
students will be able to get 
their yearbooks at the front 
desk of The Daily Eastern 
News, also located in the 
Buzzard Building. 
Warblers are available free of 
charge to students who have 
been on full-time status for at 
least two semesters. 
� �=�:� l ,,, 
What? Irish history. folklore. literature, film, geography. l ,t,.�::"";_'>:, · archaeology, Irish language and music. 1i fl:�'. 
Where? Cork. Ireland ;, - ,. 
Under Whose Sponsorship? University College. Cork 
When? 4 July 1988 to 29 July 1988 
Credit? Six Semester hours 
Instructor? Regular faculty from University College, 
Cork. Accompanied by EIU history professor, Dr. Roger Beck. 
Actil'itles? Lectures, films, archaeology field trip, 
geography field trip. 
Extracurricular Actil'ities? Tour to Blarney Castle-Kilcrea 
Abbey, Murphy's Brewery, walks in the Irish countryside and along 
the Atlantic Ocean, shopping. sightseeing. 
Approximate Cost? $1800, which includes: 
-round trip airfare, Chicago to Shannon. transfers to & from 
Shannon/Cork, lodging, meals. excursions, entrance fees for sites 
and museums. tuition. 
Further Information? 
Dr. Roger B. Beck 
Coleman Hall 2 16 C 
581-5529 
Deadline? 6 May 1988 
Dr. Wolfgang Schlauch 
Study Abroad Program 
Coleman Hall 2 16 H 
581-5423 
,. ' -- ., "' , .  ..- 1) • • . ..  ,, , 1 '  • •  
SA 
Dvorak to present 
five performances 
By MARIANNE KRONBERG 
Staff writer 
Eastern Illinois University's 
music department will be 
sponsoring five concerts this 
weekend. 
According to Shirley Morse, 
a secretary in the music 
department, all concerts will be 
performed in the Dvorak 
Concert Hall. 
The first concert 
· 
of the 
weekend is a faculty recital 
scheduled for 7:30 p.m. Friday. 
George and Karen Sanders, 
both professors in the pmsic 
department, will be performing 
on the piano. 
The "EIU Collegians" will 
present its annual spring show 
choir concert at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday. This will be one of its 
last performances of the_year. 
Robert Hills will be directing 
the Collegians, and admission 
is $2 for adults and $1 for 
students. 
EIU's wind ensemble will be 
performing at 3 p .m. Sunday. 
Marcbing Band Director Tom 
Brawner will be directing the 
ensemble. 
Joe Tignor, a graduate 
assistant in the music 
department, will present his 
graduate recital at 7:30 p.m. 
Sunday. 
At 7:30 p.ni. Monday, EIU's 
percussion ensemble will 
perform. 
Conf ere nee held by Staff 
By HOLLY TAYLOR 
Staff writer 
Four Eastern staff members 
are playing a major role 'in 
coordinating "Peak Per­
formers," a conference held in 
Champaign on April 28, and 
directed toward secretaries, 
office professionals and other 
support staff members. 
The conference is a day-long 
activity filled with a variety of 
seminars and briefings con -
cerning the professional work 
world. 
Carol Majewski, an ad­
mission records officer for the 
College of Arts and Sciences: 
D o l o r e s  M i c h a e l ,  ad­
ministrative · aide to Glenn 
Williams, vice president for 
student affairs; Judith An­
derson, director of affirmative 
action; and Shirley Neal, 
Governor's program, will all 
participate in the conference. 
Neal will conduct a seminar 
titled, "Earning Your College 
Degree," designed to offer an 
academically sound alter­
native to the traditional 
Bachelor's degree. 
Anderson will conduct two 
seminars, "Sexual Harassment 
in the Work Place," and 
"Personal and Professional 
Goal Sdting." 
''I ff>el that these topics 
require people to examine their 
own views and values and 
provoke them to think about 
how (these issues) affect their 
own lives," Anderson-said. 
The workshops are designed 
to stimulate professional 
a w a r e n e s s  t h r o u g h  i n ­
v o l v e m e n t  w i t h  o t h er 
professionals. 
director of Eastern's �oard of 
r------------COUPON -----------1 
I LA ROMfi'S DITTa I Ir r� I : 636 W. Lincoln FREE DELIVERY l 
z $1 00 off 1/16 oz. Pepsi o � • with delivery of 8 
6 Mediu m, Large smal l  or medi u m  pizza Guido � 
o or X-Large Pizza 2116 oz. Pepsi's 345-1345 z : Limit one per pizza with large or x-large : I OPEN AT 11 AM EVERYDAY AND 4 PM ON SUNDAY l 
L ___ ------- -COUPON------- ____ .J 
121 121 I FALL AVAILABILITY I 
II Park Place I Park Place II II I · 3 • Brand new 3 I I Bedroom units Bedroom units I I · Fully Furnished • Fully Furnished I I ·Central A.C •Central A.C -- • Dishwashers • Dishwashers -I · Balconies • Balconies -I •Laundry & ·Laundry & -I Parking Parking I II (ON 7th ST.ACROSS FROM UNION) II 
- MICROWAVES AVAILABLE FOR ALL UNITS- � II ST. JAMES PLACE (1905 s. 12th ST.) I I • 1 & 2 Bedroom Fully Furnished Units I - • A.C. •Fully Remodeled for Fall '87 � I • La_undry & Parking � I 348-14 79 (after 1 p.m.) II I or (217) 359-0203 I 
121 121 
ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS LAP TOP PC 
APRIL'S 
SPECIAL 
Z- .181 $999 
Z-183 $ 1 ,599 
for more information Call 
Cheryl Hackman 
581 -3327 
Todd Hoffman 
31 2- 745-3034 
Portable Power 
Z- 183 Lap Top PC 
The Zenith Data Systems Z-183 PC gives you all 
the power of a desktop in a lightweight, laptop 
PC. Plus, it's equipped with one of the most 
vivid, readable screens in today's laptop market. 
And added to this, are some important extras . . . .  
Like service and support you can count on. As 
an authorized Zenith Data Systems dealer, we'll 
help you configure your new system. GiYe you a 
full demonstration. And match you up with the 
right software. We're also ready to follow-up to 
make certain your needs have been met. 
The Z- 183 is PC compatible, and runs the 
latest PCIXT" software. The dazzling blue back­
lit LCD screen allows you to adjust brightness 
and contrast to fit virtually any lighting. And the 
Z-183 PC generates longer battery life than most 
competitive, hard-disk laptops. Plus the 10. 5 
megabyte hard-disk with single floppy drive 
allows for expanded storage. It's even got its 
own handle. 
So come talk to us. Here's our calling card.  
We'll be looking for you! 
Friday, April 22, 1 988 7A 
dent Senate and ROTC 
m plement escort service 
escort system for females who 
be walked anywhere has been 
t.ed by the Student Senate 
ROTC for Thursday, Friday 
y nights, April 21-23 . 
of these organizations 
· duty at the campus police 
can be reached at 581-5416, 
to Andrea Pyle, newly­
tive vice pregideni. - that members will be on 
9 p.m. to midnight Thursday 
to 1 :30 a.m. on Friday and 
Pyle added that if the trial effort is a 
success then they would like to have 
applications for volunteers in the 
future, instead of just limiting it to 
Student Senate and ROTC members. 
This program has been attempted six 
times times at Eastern, Pyle said. The 
last time · an attempt was made was 
thrgc years ago, but it was unsuccessful 
due to lack of participation, she said. 
According to Michelle Long, ac­
tivities coordinator of - ROTC, the 
volunteers • may be both male and 
female. 
selects new officers 
'dence Hall Association 
executive officers Thur­
omas Hall. 
President-elect is junior 
lish. 
next year English plans to 
better relations between the 
other campus groups. English 
to take on one of Eastern's 
ive problems, student 
RING-DRINKS 
CHES, ICE CREAM, 
.-ICE, CHARCOAL 
C. SUPPLIES 
NG TO GROUP 
IN THE PARK 
E!! Co� 
:Ji/ 
AY NIGHT 
The goal of newly elected vice­
president sophomore Rendy Ragan is to 
increase campus awareness of the 
RHA. 
''I want to make the residence halls a 
place where people want to live," Ragan 
said, "not where they have to live." 
Freshaman Michelle Ferrandino was 
elected as treasurer and freshman Kim 
Bergemann will be the new secretary. Kick RANA WOODSON I Staff photographer 
The 1988-89 officers will be inducted 
at the RHA awards banquet Tuesday. 
Freshman Manny Silva , right, a com- jor, as a kick bag outside of Regency 
munications major , uses his friend, Mike ·· Apartments Thursday . 
· 
Carnosy, a junior physical education ma-
1 0-30°k OFF SALE 
MORE INV ENTORY COMING 
EV ERYDAY 
CHECK OUT CH ECKERS ! · 
University Vi l lage 
345- 1 22 1  
HOME-MADE 
GOURMET 
SUBMARINES 
* * * On Fresh Baked Bread * * * 
DELIVERED 
IMMEDIA TEL Y 
DAILY: 
1 1  AM-1  PM 
4 PM-2 AM 
SAT-SUN OPEN-CLOSE 
345-1075 
-SCHWINN® 
SPRINT" 
An economical 10 speed, buill lo be stylish 
and durable 
• High pressure gum wall t i res 
• Dual posilion brake levers 
••Sun Tour derailleur system 
with easy lo reach stem 
shilters 
HARRISON'S SCHWINN 
CY C LERY. 
303 LINCOLN AVE . 345-4223 
EASTERN I LL I NO IS  UN IVERSITY THEATRE 
presents 
A Witty comedy by Oscar Wilde 
� 
I YfJ!d.Ortanct-' r_ 
";:15tj?£arnes� 
8 :00 pm April 22 ,  23 , 25 ,  26 
2 :00 pm April 24 
in  t he Theatre Doudna Fine Arts Center Charleston. I l l inois 
Tickets :  S"i Adu l t .  $:3 Senior Citizen & Youth . $2  El l ·  Student 
PhonL' '18 1 -.� l l O Monday - Friday bet ween I :00 and �:00 pm for resercations 
and t ickel information 
Friday's 
SA April 22, 1 988 Classified ads 
Report errors immediately at 581 -2812.  Correct 
appear in the next edition. Unless notified, we 
responsible for an incorrect ad after its first · 
Deadline 2 p.m. previous day. 
lB' Services Offered 
" 'MY SECRETARY"' RESUME 
packages and typing services. 
Reasonable prices, excellent 
sc;:".l:Ca, 903 1 ath 345. 1 1 50. 
9am to 5pm :  -...... 
_________ 1 /00 
PROFESSIONAL R E S U M E  
PACKAGES: Quality papers , big 
selection ,  excellent service .  
PATION Q U I K  PRINT, 820 Lin·  
coin , next to  Super·K.  345·  
633 1 . 
_________5/9 
C o p y · X  2 0 7  L i n c o l n ,  
Charleston , IL ( 2 1 7)345·63 1 3 . 
Typesetting-resume specials . 
----,---.,..---,-- 1 2/00 Wanted to do-typing. 1 5  
years experience-reasonable . 
Phone: 345· 2 7 7 6 .  
__________ 4/25 
GRADS, need a vehicle for 
summer? See TODD LINDSTEN 
at MOONEY FOR D .  Ask about 
$400 graduation rebate , 345· 
Ford . 
_________5/2 
Need typing done? Call Jean at 
3 45·6 7 5 9 .  
_______ .cMWF·OO 
lB' Services Offered 
S E C R E T A R Y ' S  D A Y  
BALLOON BOUQUETS ! !  Ser· 
vice Station ( lower level west · 
Union) 5 8 1  ·36 1 6 
_________ 4/22 
lB'Help Wanisd 
Earn extra money. Sell Avon.  
Cal l  Pam at 3 5 9· 1 5 7 7  or Becky 
at 348·8094 or Jan at 258· 
8 1 1 5 . 
---------�00 
EXCELLENT INCOME FOR 
HOME ASSEMBLY WORK.  FOR 
INFO.  CALL 504·646· 1 7 00 
Dept. P 1 689 . 
_________ 4/2 2 
Applicants are now being ac­
cepted by The Union Dining Ser· 
vice for Banquet servers and 
p a r t - t i m e  F o o d  S e r v i c e  
workers-Spring & Summer posi· 
tions abailable.  Apply in person 
between the hours of Sam & 
4 : 00 pm. U niversity Union,  
Room 208.  
_______ c4/2 2 , 2 5  
lB'Help Wanted 
Good with children? Spend a 
year as a Princeton Nanny. Enjoy 
nearby New York, Philadelphia, 
the beach.  Pay off loans/ save 
money . Great salaries/benefits , 
including room/board . Careful 
placement, personal contact 
with PRINCETON NANNY LACE· 
M ENT. Call or write ME!rjorie Bid· 
die, Ph . D . ,  Director, Suite 4 1 6 ,  
3 0 1  N o r t h  H a r r i s o n  S t . , 
Princeton,  NJ 08540; (609) 
397-8873.  
__________ 4/25 
H E L P  W A N T E D - M A L E  
FEMALE, ALL POSITIONS IM· 
M EDIATE OPENING. GOOD 
PAY APPLY THIRSTYS. 2 2 1  6th 
345-904 1 . 
_________ 4/25 
· [t'.r Adoption 
Professional couple wishes to 
adopt, raise infant in country 
home . Know of baby in need of 
home?? Call COLLECT 2 1 7 · 
463-304 2 .  
_________ c4/2 1 
Catnpus clips 
Newman Catholic Community i s  having a free 
movie tomorrow night at 8 : 00 p . m .  at the Newman 
Center (9th and Lincoln ) .  The movie is " 'Summer 
School . " Free drinks and popcorn are also provid· 
ed.  
Newman Catholic Com m u n ity is having a year· 
end picnic April 24 at 1 p . m .  till dark at Fox Ridge 
State Park, Rides wil l  fie given from the Center at 1 
p . m .  and again at 4 : 3 0 .  Food wi l l  be served at 5 .  
Christian Campus Fel lowship i s  having wor· 
ship service oh Sunday at 1 0 : 30 a . m .  at the C hris· 
t1an Campus House, located at 2 2 3 1  South 4th 
Street, right behind Lawson Hall. Come at 9 : 45 for 
donuts and fellowsh ip .  For rides or info, call 345· 
6990.  Everyone is welcome . 
U nity Gospel Choir is having C hoir Rehearsal 
•omorrow at 3 p m . in FAM 0 1 3 .  Rehearsal is man· 
datory ; please be prompt. 
Delta Psi Kappa is having a meeting Monday at 
6 :00 p . m .  in  Lantz Club Roo m .  Everyone is invited 
to attend .  
l ntervarslty Christia n Fellowship is having a 
Christian Rock Dance April 23 at 8 p . m .  in the Sub· 
way. $1 donation at the door. 
Physical Education Club is having a C hallenge 
Trai l and Picnic on Sunday, April 24 at 1 1  :30 to 
3 :00 at Fol< Ridge State Park . Please bring $ 1  
donation .  For rides call Tim Borries at 5 8 1 ·57 9 1  
o r  Diane E iserman a t  345· 1 058.  
Soc . Club is having a social meeting today at 
4 : 00 at 1 4 1 9  2nd Street. Refreshments provided . 
A $ 2 . 00 donation is requested . Everyone is 
welcome to come. 
E.l.S.C.C.A.P.  is having a comprehensive Test 
Bon Treaty Petition today at 8:00 to 4 : 00 in the 
U n ion.  All stu dents are welcome to get info and 
sign petition .  
Campus Cl ips are published daily , free o f  charge,  
as a publ ic service to the campus. Cl ips should be 
submitted to The Daily Eastern News officeby noon 
one business day before date to be published (or 
date of event) . I nformation should include event, 
name of sponsoring organ ization,  (spelled out no 
Greek letter abbreviations ) ,  date , time and place of 
event, plus any other pertinent information . Name 
and phone number of submitter must be included . 
Cl ips contain ing conflicting or confusing informa· 
tion will not be run if submitter cannot be con· 
tacted.  Clips will be edited for space avanable.  
Cl ips submitted after noon of deadline day cannot 
be guaranteed publication .  No clips wil l  be taken 
by phone. Clips wil l  be run one day orily for any 
event. 
lB' Adoption 
ADOPTION :  Happily married 
white couple eager to adopt an 
infant. We offer love and many 
opportunities to explore life . 
Your child wil l  grow up in a large 
renovated home. Call collect 
3 1 2·4 77 ·3639 . Best times: 
after 7 : 00PM or weekends. Rilla 
<ind John.  
____ __ c.4/2 2 , 2 9  
Loving couple interested in 
adopting infant.  If know of situa­
tion call collect 2 1 7·875-3736 
any time. 
_______ c4/2 2 , 2 9  
CB' Wanted 
Wanting to rent, sublease, or 
share an apartment for summer 
term . (6 1 8) 532·857 1 .  Ask for 
Dou g .  
__________ 5/9 
CB' Roommates 
1 Female Subleaser for Sum· 
mer 3 1 4 Polk St. $300 whole 
summer everything included . 
Own room , air conditioning. 
__________4/25 
Two female roommates need· 
ed for 88·89 sch .  yr. RENT 
$ 1 40/mo . IF INTERESTED 
CALL Rebecca 58 1 -32 1 5 or 
Cheri 345-4 5 7 5 .  
__________4/25 
1 roommate needed for 
fall/spring semester apartment. 
Call Ken 581 ·5382 . 
__________ 4/2 2 
Female Roommate needed for 
88-89 school year . Townhouse 
close to campus. Non-smoker. 
Call Amy/Debbie 5 8 1 -5050 or 
• Karen 58 1 ·5 1 2 6 .  
--------,.--4/28 
Male Subleaser for summer 
needed . $90 and utilities . Call 
348· 1 268.  
__________4/22 
lB'For Rent 
STU D E N T  A P A RT M E NTS 
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER OR 
FALL FOR 4 PEOPLE. PRICE 
STARTING AS LOW AS $ 1 2 4  
p e r  MONTH EAC H .  APART· 
MENT RENTALS 820 LINCOLN 
348·7 746.  
_________ 1 /00 
Friday's 
lB'For Rent 
Three bedroom house for 
three. 1 30 1  4th Street $ 1 30.  00 
per person.  Call 348·8349 or 
345-662 1 .  
________ c.4 'MWF 
Brittany Ridge Townhouses 
Privately Owned Summer - Y2 
p r i c e d  1 O month leases 
available.  Call Now ! 348· 7 8 7 7 .  
_______ c4/2 1 , 2 2  
Four bt1ct;oom house for six. 
1 436 9th Street $ 1 4 0 . 00 per 
person.  Call 348-8349 or 345· 
662 1 . 
_______ .cMWF/00 
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER. PARK PLACE APTS. 
RENT N EGOTIABLE . CALL 348· 
7 7 8 9 .  
__________5/4 
Sleeping room for non·  
smoking female in quiet home. 
345-2564.  
_________4/22 
House Available for  Fall at 
1 1 1 8 3rd St. 4 to 5 girls. 3 
Bedrooms; Central Air; Washer 
& Dryer. Call Today 348·8286.  
_________5/4 
W A N T E D :  F E M A L E  
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER . PARK PLACE APT. 
RENT NEGOTIABLE . PLEASE 
C ALL 345· 7 23 5 .  
______ __ 4/2 2 
Female Subleaser needed for 
summer, 2 blks. from campus, 
low uti l it ies, rent negotiable. 
348-8460.  
__________5/6 
2 Bedroom Apt. Across from 
O ld Main , Summer 348· 1 084 
__________4/25 
For Rent · . Ratts University 
Drive Polk Street Townhouses. 
Fall and Spring,  9 month lease 
for three or four persons . Call 
345·6 1 1 5 . 
_________2/00 
Summer or fall two bedroom 
furnished and unfurnished apart· 
ments .  APARTMENT RENTALS 
8 2 0  Lincoln St. 348· 77 46.  
--:--------3/00 
S u m m e r- N i c e  f u r n i s h e d  
houses-$300/for entire sum­
mer 345·3 1 48 evenings. 
_________3/00 
A P A R T M E N T S  J O I N I N G  
EASTER N ,  A LSO B U DG ET 
APARTM ENTS . S U M M E R  I 
YEAR, M E N .  345-4846.  
__________5/9 
2 BEDROOM 
1 block to EIU. $ 
students $ 1 30 
1 o month lease, 
5 p . m .  
Official Notices Crossword Puz 
Official  N otices are paid for through the office of U n iv e rsity 
Relations.  Question concerning notices should be di rected to that 
office. 
Spring 1 988 Commencement 
Graduates a nd Faculty 
Spring 1 988 Commencement 
ceremonies wil l  be held Satur· 
d a y , M a y  1 4 , i n  t h e  
Library/Union Quad ( Lantz Gym· 
nasium in case of rain ) .  The col· 
leges of Applied Sciences, Arts 
and Sciences, Education ,  and 
f . 1e Arts graduates wi l l  receive 
their degrees at. the 1 0  a . m .  
cer�mony. The Faculty Marshal 
will be Dr. Ronald E. Gholson of 
the Colleges of Health , Physical 
Education and Recreation,  and 
Business will receive their 
degrees at the 2 p . m .  ceremony. 
The Faculty Marshal wil l  be Dr. 
Rober N. Sullivan of the College 
of Business. 
Graduates must mail their cap 
and gown orders to Collegiate in 
C hampaign to arrive no later then 
April 2 5 .  All faculty are welcome 
to participate . Faculty wishing to 
rent regalia may do so through 
C o m m e n c e m e n t / U n i v e r s i t y  
Relations Office (OM - 1 1 1  or 
5 8 1  ·598 1 ) no later than April 
2 9 .  
Daniel E .  Thornburgh 
Commencement Coordinator 
Attention Pre-Bualneaa 
Students 
Students who will have 60 
semester hours completed AND 
ail five of the following cour!les 
completed··ACC 2 1 00 ,  ACC 
2 1 50, OAP 2 1 7 5 ,  MGT 2460, 
MGT 2 81 O··with a grade of C or 
better by the beginning ol Fall 
Semester, 1 988 may now apply 
for admission to the Lumpkin 
College of Business (Blair Hali 
1 0 1 )  for Fall Semester, 1 988.  ln 
order to pre-enroll in upper divi· 
sion business classes, admis­
sion to the Lumpkin College of 
Business is requ ired . Deadl ine 
for making application is June 
1 5 ,  1 988.  
Ted lvarie 
Dean , Lumpkin College of 
Business 
McNaughton Scholarship 
Appllcatlons 
Eastern is now accepting 
nominations for the F .  F.  
McNaughton Memorial Scholar· 
ship. The Scholarship was 
established by the Effingham 
Daily News of Effingham , I l l inois . 
To be considered for the 
McNaughton Scholarship,  can· 
didates: 
1 . Must be entering freshman, 
sophomore , junior or senior 
year . 
2 .  Must demonstrate a finan· 
cial  need for the scholarship.  
3 .  M ust have the declared in· 
tent to pursue a degree in 
Engl ish or  journal is m ,  or 
teaching certification in either of 
these fields. 
4 .  Must be a native of Elf· 
ingham County, Marion County, 
Fayette County, Shelby County, 
Jasper County, Cumberland 
County or Clay County, or be the 
son or daughter of resident of 
any of those counties. 
5 .  Must write an assay to ac­
company application, on this 
subject: "How I Became a 
Reader and What I Plan to Do 
During My Carner to Encovrage 
Others to Reac t "  
Students who mee� 1 M  !!flf'·.1ot< 
criteria and a;a interested in mu 
Scholarship may pick up an ap· 
plication form at the EIU Founds· 
tion office at Brainard House , 
1 548 Fourth Street, C harleston ,  
or
· 
from the Journalism Depart· 
ment and English Department of· 
fices. 
Charles Titus 
Assistant to the Executive Of­
ficer 
Complete Early Enrollment 
If you pre-enrolled for In· 
tersession/Summer, comple1e 
early enrollment in  the Registra· 
tion Operations Room (south 
basement McAfee) .  Present 
your l . D .  card according to the 
following schedule by last digit of 
social security number: 
(e .g . ,  SS no. xxx-xx-xxx5 
' reports not before 9 : 00 a. m . ,  · 
Wed . _  May 4 ) .  
O ,  1 , 2 9 : 00 a. m . ,  Tues . ,  May 3 
3 , 4 ,  1 1  :30 a . m . ,  Tues. , May 3 
5 , 6 ; 7  9 : 00 a . m . ,  Wed . ,  May 4 
8 , 9  1 1  : 30 a. m . _  Wed . , May 4 
ALL STUDENTS 9 : 00 a. m . , . 
Thursday , May 5 
DOOR CLOSES EACH DAY AT 
2 : 00 P . M .  
Completion o f  early enrollment 
INCLUDES PAYMENT OF TUI· 
TION AND FEES due for In· 
tersession/Summer. 
The deadline for completing 
early enrollment is 2 : 00 p . m . , 
Thursday, May 5 .  FAILURE TO 
HAVE FEE BI LLS PROCESSED 
BY THE CASHIER BY MAY 5··  
EVEN I F  NO PAYMENT I S  DUE·· 
Will RESULT IN CANCELLA· 
TION OF YOUR SCHEDULED 
C LASSES. 
DO NOT have checks for Sum· 
mer sent to the University .  AT 
EARLY ENROLLMENT (May 3, 
<t ,  5), you must pay what is due. 
�LL STUDENTS M U ST STOP AT 
f�E CASHIER STATION WHEN 
COMPLETING EARLY ENROLL· 
MENT. 
M ichael D.  Taylor 
Director,  Registration 
AC ROSS 
1 " ­
M i sbehav i n ' , "  
W a l l e r  h i t  
5 M a rch 1 5, e.g.  
9 Swedish 
qua rtet 
13 " H ave I once 
l i v ' d  to see 
- men ? " : 
Shak. 
15 Director 
Forman 
16 Presley hi t  
17  " Not - with 
vain des i re " : 
Tennyson 
18 Suffix for 
depe'nd 
19 L .  I .  inst.  of 
learning 
21 Suffix for 
Capri  
22 H u l l  part  
24 S i n a t ra h i t  
2 7 " - of M e , "  
1 93 1  h i t 
28 F rench 
possessive 
2 9  Like some vbs.  
30 Singer M a rtin 
32 Lea ndra's Jove. 
33 S t i l l e r ' s  
partner 
34 Stre i s a n d  hi t  
37 Kind of  
bal lgame 
39 "- Tow n "  
40 M a rbles 
44 B l ue planet 
4 5  H oopsters'  org. 
46 B i l l ' s  partner 
47 Cole hit  
49 Sets up pool 
ba l l s  
51  F rench 
connections 
52 Syr.  neighbor 
5 3  Novel i s t  G rey 
54 Song of pra i se 
56 F itzgerald h i t  
6 1  R hone feeder 
62 Unconscious 
63 M i a m i ' s  
county 
64 Tropical  topic 
65 Dutch cheese 
DOWN 
1 Expanse west 
of Eur .  
2 - J i ma 
3 Lon g short 
story 
4 M a t e r i a l  
obj ect 
5 � ' P i c n i c "  
m a k e r  
6 A c t ress in 
" L. A .  Law" 
7 I nner : Comb. 
form 
8 B i tten by a bee 
13 
16 
51 
54 
6 
3 4 
9 Goal  
1 0  M e d i u m  
m istake 
1 1  M aster a r t i st ' s  
studio 
12 Certain 
residue -
1 4  G ri m m  sta rter 
15 M y  dea r ,  in 
E ri n  
20 I ma g i n a ry 
monster 
2 2  Like Leroy 
B rown 
2 3  Land i n  the 
Seine 
24 Stuttga rt s i r  
2 5  Equiangu l a r, 
in I ta ly  
2 6  Praying f igure 
28 B o i l s  
3 1  Indira Gandhi 's  
father 
35 G lass 
showcase 
36 Girl  in a K 
Rogers hit 
37 - pm (  38 Grain-c 
ite m 
41 Agreed 
42 Stir-fry 
43 Titanic's 
47 Water 
48 Thicket 
49 Water c 
50 Old-WOii' 
53 Piquancy 
55 " You -
Love," l 
57 Society 
word 
58 Genetic 
59 Thai, in 1i 
60 M il . awa 
Friday's 
C assifled ad 
Report errors immediately at 58 1 -281 2 Correct ad will 
appear 1n the next edrtron. Unless notified, we cannot be 
responsible for an incorrect ad after its first insertion.  
Deadline 2 p.m previo JS day.  9A 
Subleaser needed .  
hed apartment .  2 
cellent Cond1t1on 
ot1able Call 348-
4/2 5 :-::E:::-R-::::SU-::B::-L-
:::
E-:-:;ASERS 
. APT. WATER I N ­
RENT.  CALL KEN 
45·5638 
�---4/2 2 
ent for rent. 
·5368 Summer 
_____ 4/2 5 
house. Six 
bath, double 
kitchen , jacuzzi 
parking $ 1 1 0  
) share util ities. 
____ 5/9 
ASER NEED­
hip apartment . 
to campus 
nt negotiable . 
on-I swear. 
4/22 
EB' For Rent 
2 - 3  subleasers needed for 
June-August. Two bedroom fully 
furnished house on 9th Street 
(opposite Buzzard Bid . )  Rent 
$ 2 7 0 .  Call 348-5465 (after 
4 : 00 pm ) . 
_________4/22 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R S  
NEEDED FOR SUMMER 2 
rooms,  Park Place I ,  many added 
extras. Please call soon !  348-
5 6 3 5 .  
--------.,.-4/2 2  Large apartment close to EIU . 
Four students.  Summer and Fal l .  
Phone 348·8853 or 345-2390 . 
---------,...,-·4/2 9  Summer Subleasers Needed 
Royal Heights 3 br . furnished 
A pt .  Call Mary 345·3 7 1 6 
-------,,,--.,.---412 2  Apartment f o r  Fall , Large Fur­
n ished studio in  a quiet house, 
n eat, water ,  garbage paid . $ 2 1 0  
a month . Call 3 4 8 - 1 7 0 7 .  
_________4/22 
Apartment for  Summer Large 
Furnished Studio . All utilities 
paid except for electricity . $ 1 1 O 
a month call 348· 1 707 . 
4/2 2  _
2
_
S
_
U
_
M
_
M""E..,..R--:S:-cU
-
B::-:-L-::E:-:-:ASERS 
NEEDED. 2 BEDROOM APT. 
C LOSE TO CAMPUS. CALL 
345·5904. 
------..,..----:---,4/2 5 2 and 3 bedroom furnished 
apartments. Good location . Ex­
cellent condition . Lau ndry, park­
ing.  345·7286 . 
_________ 5/9 
4 bedroom , 2 bathroom 
house . Gas heat, off street park­
ing.  Ideal for 4·6 students . 345· 
4595 or 581 ·590 1 . 
--------=-=4/22 One bedroom apt. $ 1 80 for 
June-August. Call Joe 345· 
6 7 2 0 .  
----------;--4/26 Need two more men for large 
student house at 1 803 1 2th St. 
Deposit of $370 each required 
345·47 1 4. 
_________ 4/00 
One bedroom apartments 7 5 1  
6th St. $ 1  70·225 per month 
Call 345·662 1 . 
_______ cMWF/00 
CB"' For Sa le 
Govern ment Homes from 
$ 1 .00 . "U Repair" .  Also tax 
delinquent property . Call 805-
644-9 533 Ext. 1 37 9  for info . 
_______ c4/2 2 , 2 9  
1 983-Toyota Camary White 
w/ Lt . Blue cloth int .  New tires 
and tune up recently 52 K mi .  
VERY GOOD CON DITION ! !  Ask­
ing $5 500 Call ty 345·6806 or 
Kelly 345- 1 1 90 . 
_______ c4/2 2 . 2 5  
2 5 , 2 7  , 2 9 ,c5/2 
For Sale-Honda Spree , red . 
For more info . Call 5 8 1 -2653 
_________4/22 
Mobi le Home 1 Ox50 2 bedrm , 
stove & refng . ,  furniture , under­
pinned , good condition $3000 
348-0 7 2 9 . 
_________4/26 
Graduati ng ! !  Must sel l  two 
small dressers $ 1 0  and $20 
cah 345-6926 
_________4/22 
Two position ,  folding LOFTS ; 
Couch w/ fold-out bed STEVE 
no. 2 2 9 1 . 
_________ 4/2 9 
Full-size Lotts and Wall-to-Wall 
carpet. Call 5 8 1 -3209.  
_________4/22 
CB"' For Sale 
R E D  HOT bargains!  Drug 
dealers' cars , boats, planes 
repo'd . Surplus .  Your Area. 
Buyers Guide. ( 1  )805-687-
6000 Ext.  S-9 9 9 7 .  
_________ 5/4 
ge n cy 
- p- t· -�s- -·�-':': · =�-��� --=-�--:..::.=�= • 
'N  
LOOI< 
ng for 
ummer &. Fal l 
345-9 1 05 
CB"' For Sa le 
IBM P C  Jr COLOR M . Printer 
and software $ 6 50 . 00 Call 
345-9 1 6 5 
4/22 
-L...,o,..FT=s-4.,---=-sa-:1
-
e ·
_
w
_
e-:1:-1 con· 
tructed , wood stained , con­
n ected shelves . Great Condi ­
tion . Buy one or two .  Call 5 8 1  · 
2064 
-------.,,......., .,......,.4 1 2 2  1 97 7  Yamaha 500 Motorcy· 
cle , Good shape , Helmet includ­
ed.  After 6 pm cal l  348-88 7 3 .  
4 / 2 2  
_F_O
_
R
_
S
_
A_L....,E,.....,.H-:-o-n...,d_a
_
C:::-:::-B 360 
Street Bike Runs good . M ust 
Sell . $ 2 50 . 00 Phone: 58 1 ·  
5883 
---------=�4i 2 1  For Sale : 1 980 Olds Omega 2 
dr .  silver w/ blue int .  2 . 5  Liter 
P . S .  P . B .  Air Tilt Am/Fm Cass . 
Rebuilt Trans . $ 1 500 345· 
4383.  
_________4/25 
1 9 8 3  Y A M A H A  6 5 0  
HERITAGE SPECIAL. ONLY , 
2000 ONE-OWNER MILES EX· 
CELLENT CONDITION . $ 1 , 000.  
234-939 1 AFTER 5 :00 P M . 
_________4/22 
A-FRAME . Quick/Easy to 
assembl e ,  G REAT condition , 
very solid . 5 8 1 -2985 . 
_________ 4/25 
Loft-wil l  f i t  any dorm room : 
$ 5 0 .  Call 5 8 1 -2596 and ask for 
Ron . 
_________4/22 
S C O O T E R  E L I T E  1 5 0  
DELUXE AM/FM STER E O ,  
R EAR LOCKING STORAGE 
ELECTRIC BLU E ,  PERFECT 
CONDITION $ 1 600 345-7958.  
---- - ·  4/26 
Wooden Lofc Fits Any Dorm 
$40 Call Jodi ·3958 
------.,..-...,-......,-4125 Suzuki Shuttle Scooter 1 983, 
blue and white , fu·xl condition ,  
on ly has 1 600 n 111es, need to 
sell by May 1 4 . Very Reasonable 
Price. Call H eidi at 345-2088 
----,-..,..----.., .,...-4129 Refridge . for  $50,  only 1 yr. old . 
Call Larry 3 1 0 5 .  
_________4/2 2 
1 984 Audi 5000s Excellent 
condition . Every option . Call 
5 8 1 -3209.  
_________4/22 
DU RABLE BUNKBEDS FOR 
SALE ! CALL 348-8962 
_________4/2 7 
V C R /Typewriter-m i nt/g reat 
condition-$ 1 50/$20 OBO Sara 
348·0 6 8 1  
_________ 4/28 
RUGER MINl- 1 4 excellent 
cond . w extras call weekdays 
348-8650 . 
_________ 4/27 
Puzzle Answers 
A I N r• I 0 E S •• A B ' �� TllA 0 H 0 N E S T M I L 0 S 
L 0 V I N G  y 0 u A M  0 T H  
•• E N C E N C  c• 0 T E 
B I L G e• H I G H  H 0 P E S 
A L L - S E S I R R E G •  
0 E A N • E R 0 M E A R  A •  
--• E V E R G R E E N• -
• N 0 H I T I 0 U R I T A I S 
• E A R T H  I N B A  - c  0 0 N A  T U R E B 0 Y• R A  C K S 
.E T s• I S R  Z A N E  --
p A E A N• U N 0 E C I 0 E o. 
I S E R E• S E N S  E L E S S 
_ D A  0 '� •1 H E A T • E D A �  
EB' Lost/Fou nd 
Lost . Tri -Sigma jacket 1n Buz­
zard . If found call Lucinda 2 9 6 8 .  
_________4/22 
Lost female chocolate lab. 4 
month old . Lee nursery road 
area. C hilds pet. 345-55 1 9 . 
_________4/2 2 
LOST Blue motorcycle key 
chain near Carman . P lease bring 
to Daily Eastern News. 
_________4/2 5 
Stolen Jean jacket Coleman 
Washroom return key and ID 
front pocket to Lawson 5 8 1 -
3808 
_________ 4/25 
M issi n g :  Bul l  terrier/Lab mix.  
Black and Brown.  Reward$$ 
Phone 348-8573 . 
-------,--=---==4/2 5  Lost (Stolen) · ONE FRONT 
B I C Y C LE W H E E L  T A K E N  
FROMLOADING D O C K  AREA 
O F  P H Y S I C A L  SC I E N C E S  
BLDG . ON 4 - 1 9 .  SUPER CHAM­
PION ALU M I N U M  RIM WITH 
O FMEGA H U B .  $20 REWARD 
FOR ITS R ETU R N .  
_________ 4/00 
JAM ES VLAHOS pick up your 
l . D . at the Daily Eastern News. 
-------�-·4/26 Found walkman in Old Mai n ,  
C a l l  2 7 5 7 .  
------o-..,...,..,.--:-:-=-c4/26 
LOST! ., DOGGY WOG G Y ,  
Short Golden Hair. Shepard­
Terrier with red collar. Answers 
to Tara, call 348-07 1 8 , her dad· 
dy m isses her. 
_________4/26 
!:B'.A n nou ncements 
Dorm Size refrigerators sti l l  
available for rent, also vacuums 
$ 5  per day 348·7 7 4 6 .  
--------�-00 Video tape yourself and 
Friends at Page One Tavern . 
Starts Monday the 1 8th . 
_________4/2 2 
PEACE FEST '88. SATUR· 
DAY , .SOUTH QUAD NOON· 
D U S K ,  B A N D S ,  
S P E A K E R S  . . .  F R E E  F O R  
EVERYON E ! ! !  
4/22 -
T-.G
-
.-1 .-F-. -F-Rl
-
D-:A-Y-N-:l""G7H=-T TOP 
OF ROG'S USE SIDE EN­
TRANCE .  
_....:_ _______ 4/22 
T .G . l . F .  TOP OF ROG'S 
$ 3 . 5 0  GUYS/$3 .00 GIRLS .  
A . Y . C . D .  FRIDAY NIGHT USE 
SIDE ENTRANCE.  
BLOOM COUNTY 
I !WMfT . .Je.55€ 
CAN G!V€ fl H€CK OF 
A 5€KMON . . .  AN/? 
!{€ RHY/f1€S weu. .. . 
\ 
. . ,;t:.�� · ' · -• # .  r '-- . 
:'!. 
Doonesbury 
..... ��������......, 
P!lf?/ 
YOllif€ 
(:;()fN(j 
F€r!!l 
W!Tlf 
WllT/ 
I 
CB"' A n nou ncements 
TEKES; Hope t h e  weather 1s 
great for our Friday afternoon 
date ! The PHI SIGS 
_________ 4/22 
PHI  SIGS and DATES: Get 
ready to kick off your shoes and 
party Phi  Sig style saturday ! 
_________4/22 
HEY PHI  SIG PLEDGES: Can't 
wait tor our first BBQ on the new 
gri l l ! You girls are great ! Love, 
The Actives 
_________ 4/22 
RACHEL ROJAS : Sigma Kap· 
pa 1s sad to see you leave . Take 
care ! Love, your Tnange Twirp 
_________4/22 
MICH ELE- 'vVISNER:  YOUR 
BIG SIS LOVES YOU ! LET' GO 
OUT SOO N I  Love, Pam 
_________4/22 
Barbara Rue, Thank you for  a l l  
your help,  support and concern . 
It 1s greatly appreciated.  Thanks 
for th inking about others . 
Thanks . Love Kristi 
_________ 4/22 
Stephanie Weis - Kepe up the 
great job pledgin g !  Have a good 
weekend!  Sig Kap Love , Debbie 
_________4/22 
Mary Hennig - What wil l  S ig 
Kap do without you? All  your 
hard work and dedication is 
greatly appreciated . Love your 
secret siste r ! !  
_________ 4/22 
JAN E K  SUREK - You are a 
great Sigma Kappa pledge. Keep 
up the hard work ! I'm so proud of 
you ! Love, M ichelle . 
_________ 4/22 
SIG KAPS ! !  Don 't forget about 
the Mom-Daughter Banquet 
tomorrow - 1 2 : 3 0  at the Mat­
toon Country Club!  Get psyched 
- it's going to be a BLAST! 
_________4/22 
Actives of Delta Sigma Pi ,  we 
hope to see you at  our graffiti 
party tonight. Black's Sheep. 
--------.,..-=-4/2 2  A T  TED'S F R I  & SAT. EX­
CITING HIGH ENERGY ROCK & 
ROLL SHOW FROM C HICAGO 
$ 1 .00 ADM . COUPON IN 
EASTERN N EWS 8· 1 0 1 6  OZ 
STROHS 7 5 ¢  
_________4/22 
Kim Felks, You are sti�I my big 
sis at heart. Thanks for being a 
wonderful frien d .  I luv ya! Lisa 
_________4/22 
C O N G R ATU LATI O N S  AN ­
DREA PYLE ' Exec . V . P . ! Wow , 
am I proud of my big sis ! Love 
ya, Mickie 
CB"' A n nouncements 
Dorm-size refrigerators ano 
micro-wave ovens, only $ 1 5 . 00 
for entire summer 348· 7 7 4 6 .  
_________4/00 
DIANE , The count down is 
over , the suspense is through , 
now lets rock St. Louis and Phi 
Gamma N u .  Looking toward to a 
fabulous senior formal . Love 
Always, Chris H .  
_________4/2 2 
To the men of Tau Kappa Ep­
silon . We thank you for the great 
polo party . We had a great time 
Love, the Alpha Sigs. 
------.,--=-c�=-:·4/2 2 KEITH ANDERSE N :  YOU ARE 
THE BEST A-G BROTHER ! 
THANKS FOR THE SWEAT­
SHIRTS ! !  H AVE A GREAT 
WEEKEND !  LOVE , WENDY 
_________4/22 
GEORGE LAUB E R :  Happy 8 
months ! I can 't believe it's been 
this long, but it's been great ! ! 
You are the best thing that has 
ever happened to me.  You mean 
more to me than words could 
ever say. We'll make it through 
this summer no matter what ! ! I 
LOVE YOU ! ! Forever yours, 
Weasel.  
_________4/22 
Dean Reda, you are finally 
here . I can't wait to show you off 
to my sisters ! Happy 2 0  month 
anniversary , gorgeous. I LOVE 
YOU! Lisa 
_________ 4/22 
KELLI GOINS: Thanks for the 
mint cookie .  You're a doll and a 
SUPER SUPER BABY SNAKE! 
Keep up the great work. Much 
love in SIG KAP! H eather B .  
---------,--4122 Delta Sigma Pi Pledges: The 
Pledge Dance was great! We 
had a great time Under the 
Boardwalk.  The Actives 
_________4/22 
Craig Imes: ha! The house par­
ty was great! I love crashin' with 
a Domino's but AVOID the NOID!  
A·G love and mine,  BED H OG !  
_________4/22 
Lisa Wingerter,  I am so happy 
you are my ASA mom , I couldn't 
be more pleased!  Love Ya,  Lisa 
P . S .  Mom, who is Dad? 
_________4/22 
Rental 
Super market 
Featu ring 
Al l  shapes and 
sizes of Houses , 
Apartments , 
Complexes 
accommodating 
1 to 6 tenants 
Cal l  J im Wood 
345-4489 
�lu - �  
by Berke Breathed 
--��������---. 
-- -
- �- - - - . 
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Friday's 
Classified ads t OA April 22, 1988 
Report errors immediately at 581 -281 2. Correcl 
appear in the next edition. Unless notified , we 
responsib1e for an incorr.ec ad after its fi rst i 
Deadl ine 2 p M previous day 
IT? A n nou ncements 
U n p l a n n d P r e g " a nc y 
Discover Your Options Call Col· 
lect ( 2 1 7 ) 469·7 566 I l l ini 
Chi ldren 's Christion Home Local 
n o .  58 1 -307 2  
________ ....,..3 .'00 Free tuition . Summer/fall all 
EIU students eligible.  Page One 
Tavern . ----�----4/28 
P H I  GAMMA N U ·  Let's Rock 
the Boat in St. Louis this 
weekend!  See you there . Molly 
and Lalani 
_________4 1 2 2  
A T  TED'S FRI  AND SAT. EX· 
CITING HIGH ENERGY ROCK & 
ROLL SHOW FROM CHICAGO. 
$ 1 .00 ADM . COUPON I N  
EASTERN NEWS 8· 1 0  1 6  OZ 
STROHS 7 5 ¢  
_________4 / 2 2  
Panther 
Lounge 
4 O'CLOCK 
CLU B 
Pr�sel'1ts 
1 -3 $1 .75 
3-6 $1.00 
Pitchers 
IT? A n nou ncements 
Ladies of Lawson .,.hree · 
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR 
THE GREAT B IRTHDAY PARTY . 
WHAT A SURPRISE ! I LOVE MY 
PRESENT TOO ! YOU ARE ALL 
T H E  B E S T  T H A N K S 
MARGAR ET! Love Ya. M ichelle . 
_________4;22 
Free tuition .  Summer/fall all 
EIU students el ig ible Page One 
Tavern . 
_________ 4128 
P H I  GAM ACTIVES and 
PLEDGES - The M ississippi wil l  
never be the same l The cruise 
starts at 8 p . m .  See you on the 
water !  The Officers 
_________4/22 
PEACEFEST 8 8 ' ,  SATURDAY 
SOUTHQUAD NOON- DUSK 
BANDS , SPEAKERS . .  FREE 
FOR EVERYONE ! 
____ 4./22 
HAPPY B-DAY! 
IT? An nou ncements 
1-1EY BEANH EAD I 1Jody I 
can't tell you how happy I am that 
you 're my mom' I can 't wait for 
you to explain that refrigerator 
stuff to me it must be 
fascinating ! I really think you are 
the coolest BEANHEAD! Love 
Beth 
_________4 12 2  
CAMPING , fish ing,  paddleboat 
and canoe , mini -golf all at SPA· 
INGHAVEN 345·7658 
4/22 
S I G M A  T A U  G A M M A  
PLEDGES, Thanks so much for 
the serenade Monday night.  You 
guys are very special . Love , 
Lynette . P . S . Good luck next 
week. 
4/22 
BABY SNAKES : SMILE ! !  l 'M 
PROUD OF YOU GUYS!  LOVE 
M I C H ELLE T . 
________ 4/2 2 
CB" An nou ncements 
2 NORTH S B ' s  W LLLLA 
M EEN A! All nighters Doz? 
Charlie Plant says cough . coug h ,  
good night! Love SB : H B . 
N uffer, you are the best 
me m bersh i p  d i rector ever . 
Thanks for makin g  our pledge 
program so fun. You're the 
greatest! Love Ya the ASA 
pledges 
_________4/2 2  
Bob Vale nc1c , Congratulations 
on winning an at- large student 
senator position in student 
government. You made the 
Alpha Sigs proud , just l ike you 
always do ! 
_______  4/22 
Deborah and Renea! I M ISS 
YOU GUYS! Give Me a Call (Or a 
Case of Beer) If You Guys Are 
Alive ! Your Favorite Alcohol ic , 
Timmy 
_________ .4/2 2  
U?An nou ncements 
THE COLLEGIANS wi l l  present 
their final concert of the year on 
Saturday evening in Dvorak Hal l .  
T h e  University's show choir pro· 
gram wil l  begin at 7 : 30 p . m .  Ad· 
mission : $3 . 00 for adults and 
$ 1 .00 for students and senior 
citizens 
_________ 412 2 
SHAROLYN EVERETTE:  You 
are a great Sig Kap ! We are go· 
ing to miss you ! !  Love , your 
secret sis ! 
_________4/2 2  
Whan that Apnle When PATTY 
K E N N E D Y  g o t  B . O . G .  
rep . .  CONGRATULATIONS ! !  
4/2 2 
C H R ISTIAN ROCK DANCE 
this Saturday i n  the Subway. 
Starts at 8 pm and EVERYON E  
IS WELCOME . $ 1 donation at 
the door. 
_________.4/2 2 
��;\·;'" .- >e<t'.$� ':�_gl �I � � 
Coors 
Coors Light 
or Coors 
1--��"'-""- Extra Gold iJ��I t?coil Case 
Ja� Sain ,  we may 
let you know but 
appreciate you 
Roses 
ANDY ERICKSEN 
FORWARD TO 
WITH YOU THIS 
LOVE AMY 
SCHMEV WE GOT THE 
CORN READY. SO GET 
PSYCHED FOR HOTM! 
Natural 
Light 
12 - 12oz cans 
�1t;Z:,; Busch 
Beer 
12- 12oz cans 
� ��--� 
KK. & BIG T 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
Get excited J i l l , 
i t' s  ti me to party. 
Happy 2 1 st B-day 
Love, E d  
Yea You! 
Check out 
T h e 
Cl ass i fi ed s 
The Daily 
Eastern 
News 
SALE PRICE 
319 
Gibley's 
Gin 
750 ML 
SALE PRICE 
549 
Boone's 
Farm 
PLU 5769 
PLU 680 1 
SALE PRICE 
419 
Pepe 
Lopez 
Tequila 
750 ML 
SALE PRICE 
5s9 
Old 
Crow 
P LU 5768 
PLU 6802 
. , . 
) ·-
SALE PRICE 
849 
Ernest & 
Julio Gallo 
Blush Chablis 
SALE PRICE 
299 
Scoresby 
Scotch 
Whiskey 
750 ML 
PLU 5743 
P L U  5744 
p u 6803 
� 
� I j 
6 
Aristocrat 
Vodka 
SALE PRICE 
369 
Hiram 
Walker 
Sloe Gin 
750 ML 
Frtday, April22, 1 988 
y Netters tu rn it  arou nd 
Northern , U IC i n  weekend matches 
fall, the Panthers 
UIC Flames and 
With a victory. 
be extremely 
if we lost to them 
junior Angel 
should come out 
Panthers are 8-3 
t.er a 3-16 record 
With two wins in 
they could win 10 
n.  
ething that we 
for a long time," 
ore Sue Cot­
would be a great 
t." 
show that we 
endously ," said 
d be a very nice 
Wldogs enter 
eader with a 
average and 
tingham. "We've been together 
for a long time." 
The· .next goal would be the 
Gateway · Conference Cham­
pionships,. which are only orie 
week.away. 
The Lady Panthers have had 
to play most of the spring 
without Maureen McKeon, who 
would be playing No. 1 .  
McKeon sprained her left 
wrist during Spring Break and 
has not played since. 
McKeon would like to be 
ready for conference. 
"Right now, wearing this 
splint, I'm at a disadvantage," 
said McKeon. "Any player will 
try to hit it to my backhand; . !  
would." . 
McKeon does not Jeer that 
she� )s . ready . to pia:y th:is 
we�kend. · ' · 
"Coach (Grant Alexander) 
has been kidding that l may 
play," said McKeon . "At least I 
hope that he's only kidding." 
"A lot of it is mental," said 
McKeon. ''1 don't really know if 
I can win with this thing on." 
Another player with physical 
problems is Hoff ek. 
Hoffek suffers from Planter 
Fasitis which limits her lateral 
movement. 
·suNDA v SPECIAL 
f, ·R E E  T H I C K  C R U ST 
' )N ANY S IZE PIZZA 
DOUBLE CHEESE INCLUDED 
FREE 
DELIVERY 
$1 .00 savings on small  
$1 .50 savings on medium 
$2.00 savings on large 
0 
! 0 c 
"'C 
0 
z 
. . . 
r 
1600 LINCOLN 345-3400 
Live Entertainment 
at TED'S 
1 02 N. 6th 
Charleston, IL 
345-9732 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SATURDAY'S BAND· FROM CH1CAGO 
EXCl,TING. HIGH ENERGY · 
ROCK & ROLL SHOW 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 • 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 
1 1 A 
WARNER BROS.1" IPGI 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:1 5  • 9:1 5 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:1 5 PM 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:1 5 
WINNER OF 2 ACADEMY AWARDS 
FOR BEST ACTRESS, BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS 
- . CHER · N ICOLAS CAGE 
in 
MOONSTRUCK 
MGM 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0  • 9:20 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :00 • 3:00 / SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00 • 7:1 0 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:1 0•7:1 0•9:1 0  
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 : 1 0•J:10 
SUN TO THURS NITE5:10•7:10 
P R E S E N T S  
REfURN TO 
SNOWY RIVER 
· PARf II 
the legend 
continues 
r.v;, © ·- Tho Woll . � a-, �, 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00•7:00•9:00 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :00•3:00 
SUN TO THURS NITE 5:00•7:00 
ST ARTS TONITE! 
· Stacy and. Melissa are about 
· 
to di�r a new 
four-letter w0rd, 
for sex in the '80s . 
Help! 
A lighter look at what happens in the 
IRI � A���:J�l 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:1 5 • 7:1 5 • 9:1 5 
SAT/SUN MATINEES 1 :1S • 3:1 5  / SUN TO THURS NITE 5:1 5 • 7:1 5 
t . ' 
JOE DRISCOLL I Staff photographer 
Lady Panthers to ho 
G8tew�y frontru nne 
By MIKE FITZGERALD 
Sports editor 
Eastern's softball team needs to ao 
some spring cleaning this weekend in 
hopes of winning its third straight 
Gateway Conference regular season 
title . 
· 
The Pant�ers, 20-13 overall and 7-3 
in the league, could use a sweep of 
league-leading Northern Iowa, 27-15 
and 5-1 in the league, and hapless 
Drake, 12�24 overall and 1-5 in con­
ference play, to boost . their hopes of 
another title . 
Coach Janet Marquis said that the 
twinbill against Northern Iowa, 3 p .m.  
Friday at  Lantz Field, is. the ''key" to 
this weekend's series, but she also said 
she doesn't want to overlook Drake who 
they play at l p.m. Saturday. 
Northern Iowa possesses a balanced 
hitting and pitching attack that could 
cause Eastern · some problems. Their 
team batting average of .264 ranks 
third in thEi league while their team 
earned run average of 1 .29 ranks 
second. 
Eastern is fifth in hitting and third in 
pitching in the league with a .250 team 
batting average and a team ERA of 
1.44 . 
Location: 
Cedar Falls, Iowa. 
Enrollment: 
1 1 , 500 
Nickname: · 
PJlllther& 
Coach: 
Meredith Bakley 
Record: 
. 
24· 1 5  
Conference: 
Gateway ( 5· 1 ) 
place 
Probable ••rtlng p 
lefth)lnder Sarah O'Bym& 
ERA) and j1,tnior FosblndeJ ( 1 5·7 , 1 .20 E 
Key �ltlon players: 
fielder Jenny Scultz { 
third baSeman Chris 
sophomore first baseman 
(.31 2). . 
lnjurlea: None. 
Strengths: Balance. 
in the league In hitting wllht­
tlng average. The Panlhtfa, 
in the league In team 
W•kn ..... : Northem · 
play the cream of • 
Panthers still have 
against Southern Illinois, 
Indiana State. 
Eastern pitcher Zam Mogil l  f ires a pitch toward home during the Lady Panthers' 
doubleheader sweep of Ball State Wednesday . Eastern faces Northern Iowa, the 
top team in the Gateway , at 3 p . m .  Friday at Lantz Field . 
Northern Iowa's pitching aee is Sarah 
Byrne . She is 12-8 with a 1 . 14 ERA. 
Byrne has thrown six shutouts and has 
not allowed a run in 44 straight in­
nings. 
Jenny Schultz ( .371), Chris Elhert 
Tracksters to U .  of I U ino·is 
By BRENT FEENEY 
Staff writer 
Eastern's tracksters travel 
up I-57 this weekend for the 
Illinois Invitational at the 
Fighting Illini's new facility 
in Champaign-Urbana. 
The meet will involve 
mostly in-state schools, much 
like the old Illinois In­
tercollegiate meet. 
"We're going to look at 
where we can benefit the 
most," said Assistant Coach 
Tom Akers. "We're only 
allowed two people per 
event, so we're going to be 
moving people around and 
see what they can do." 
Friday's events begin · at 
5 :30 p .m.  Saturday's ac­
tivities commence at noon. 
Eastern fans will see the 
first performance of the 
4x800-meter relay team this 
year, consisting of Jim 
Maton, Al Oaks, Fred Neal 
and Steve Conlon, with Mike 
Young as the alternate . 
''We're hoping for a new 
school record in the event 
from these people ," Akers 
said . The record in the event 
is 7:30.2, set in 1976. 
One of the best events in 
the meet should be the 400-
meters, with the Illini's Tim 
Simon, who finished second 
in the event at the NCAA 
Indoor Track and Field 
Championship, going up 
against Eastern's Ian Issacs 
and Vinny Wade Bey . 
"Simon's pretty good, but 
we're hoping that Ian and 
Vinny can run with .. him," 
Akers said . . 
The Illini""t>ole vaulters, led 
by Dean Starkey, should also 
grab attention this weekend . 
"They've got a really good 
pole vault team, " Akers said. 
''But we feel that we have the 
people that can run with 
them, and we're looking: 
forward to the challenge." 
Maton will only anchor the 
4x800-meter relay this week, 
as the he · points to next 
week's Drake Relays in Des 
Moines, Iowa. "Jim qualfied 
for last year's outdoo · 
nationals at Drake," Akers 
said, "and we're goiilg to try 
to give him a shot there ." 
Neal is also scheduled to 
compete in the 800-meters 
and last week's 5,000-metei· 
Coors Silver Bullet champion 
John Wells will team up with 
Shannon Hough in the 
10,000-meter run. "Fred's 
ready for a good performancEi 
in the 800," Akers said.  
C leveland St. gets penalty 
CLEVELAND (AP)-The 
NCAA on Thursday upheld 
sanctions imposed against 
Cleveland State University for 
recruiting violations in 
dealings with 7 -foot-6 Mapute 
Bol and two other prospective 
basketball players from Africa. 
The penalities include a 
three-year probationary period, 
a two-year ban on postseason 
play f 0 '" the men's basketball 
team one-year ban on live 
telev Jn appearances by the 
team.  and a number of 
recruiting r€strictions. · 
The NCAA announced the 
sanctions last December · but 
they did not go into effect then 
because Cleveland State filed 
an appeal, which was heard 
Monday. 
Cleveland State President 
Walter Waetjen said he was 
disappointed with the ruling 
but said it was unlikely the 
university would fight the 
ruling in court, although the 
final decision would be up to 
the school's Board of Trustees. 
•·· ,; � 
Coach Kevin Mackey and 
Athletic Director Robert 
Busbey said Thursday they 
would assist any players who 
decide to transfer to other 
colleges because of the 
penalties. 
David Berst, NCAA director 
of enforcement, said because 
the penalties involve p 1st­
season play, Cleveland Stl te 
players who have one or two 
years of eligibility remaining 
can transfer to another school 
and play immediately . 
,. . . - �  
· easeba1 1· to WIU f 
critical AMCU ser 
By BRENT FEENEY 
Staff writer 
The baseball Panthers face a 
critical AMCU series this 
weekend as they travel to 
Macomb for a pair of  
doubleheaders against Western 
Illinois . 
"We have to win three of the 
four games to stay alive in the 
(AMCU) race ," said/ Assistant 
Coach Brian JonErs.·� "If we can 
do that, we've got a chance." 
The Panthers will send Mike 
Murray and Darren Kopac to 
the mound in Saturday's 
twin.bill and come back on 
Sunday with Bill Taylor and 
Mike Deese . 
The Panthers have had their 
problems lately , but Jones 
thinks that they're coming 
around at the right time. 
"We've had some trouble 
getting the key hit when we 
need it," Jones said. "But we've 
been hitting better lately, and 
our pitching has been great. 
Even in the games we've lost, it 
·was a matter of a play here and 
a play there. 
"It looks like we're coming 
around j ust when we needed 
it." 
Jones, who played for the 
Panthers from 1981-84 , -
remembers how games against 
the Leathernecks were. ''They 
were always · high-scoring 
affairs," Jones said. "It seemed 
like they always would go down 
to the final inning. 
"We've done well against 
Western in the 
Jones continued. 
to be easy, es 
on their field, bu 
we'll be ready to 
time on Saturday. 
Location : 
Macomb 
Enrollment 
1 2 , 700 
Nickname: 
Leathemeckt 
Coach: 
Dick Pawlow 
Record: 
1 5- 1 1 - 1 
OTC 
at 
stern 
Spotter Dan L i tt le  ( i n  
background) helps Lori Strode 
and Leighton Shell as they 
balance on two cables during 
the ROTC physical training ex­
ercise weekend . 
JULIE EHMEN/ Staff photographer 
nther Battalion ranked third largest 
tension escalating in the Persian Gulf, many 
e thinking about war . 
the United States go to war? ROTC students 
ore obligation than anyone else , Capt . Rick 
ROTC instructor at Eastern , said . 
e college students first . Upon graduation ,  
be tendered a commission (of second lieute­
Army) ."  
OTC week , held this week, activities design­
the public aware of what ROTC is all about 
led through0ut campus by the Panther Bat-
er Battalion is Illinois' third largest ROTC 
h 145 cadets and 11 cadre . 
C is a program designed to recruit , select , . 
mmission the future officer leadership of the 
, Clifton said . 
C program originated about 1862 with the 
Act because there was a need for develop­
of military leaders . Eastern's program began 
my D. Tritsch ,  signal corps officer at 
a cadet's primary goal is to get a degree . 
d job is attaining a commission of second 
.the Army . .  
program is designed to develop leadership 
and management skills in its cadets . It also offers a finan­
cial incentive to students ; 52 percent of the cadets at 
Eastern are on full-tuition scholarships from the Army,  
Tritsch said . 
The Army offers two financial aid programs for cadets : 
a state-funded partial scholarship and a federally-funded 
full tuition and fees scholarship . In addition , the advanc­
ed cadets are paid $850 per year . Tritsch said this is 
done "so they won't have to carry a part-time job and 
can devote more time to their studies . "  
Eastern's ROTC program i s  divided into two parts . 
The first four semesters make up the basic program 
where the student is introduced to the Army and ROTC , 
learns basic soldiering skills and prepares for the next 
part of the program , Clifton said . 
The advanced part , the last four semesters , teaches 
the student small unit leadership and military law , Tritsch 
added . . 
At Eastern , cadets have a busy schedule , including 
regular classroom work . 
Clifton said ROTC also includes a Ranger Company 
for adventure training , Cadets repel from buildings , raft 
down the Embarras River , patrol , build rope bridges and 
fire weapons . 
During lab sections,  cadets learn first aid , land naviga­
tion , communication , weapons , land rafting and air 
mobile excercises. 
Students from all majors enroll in ROTC with the op­
tion of a Military Science minor. 
Nationwide , ROTC is at over 1, 100 college cam­
puses .  Some high schools even offer a Junior ROTC 
program .  
"At Eastern , the advanced cadets essentially run the 
everyday workings of the battalion .  They plan , lead and 
execute the training sessions during laboratory and field 
training ,"  Tritsch said . 
He added that athletics , leadership and attention to 
detail are stressed ,  making a person very valuable to 
either the Army or to a civilian industry . 
Army officers leaving the military are highly sought 
after and usually step into middle-management posi­
tions . 
The Panther Battalion has a substantial financial im­
pact at Eastern and the surrounding community by br­
inging in over $530 ,000 in salaries,  scholarships, grants 
and army funding,  Tritsch said . 
ROTC week has included a field training exercise , 
reveille and. retreat ceremonies and repelling off Buzzard 
Building and O'Brien Stadiu m .  
On Friday,  a golf tournament for cadets a n d  cadre will 
be held at the Oakland Country Club . 
Tritsch said , "This is our opportunity to show the 
general student population what we're all about . We do. 
exciting , fun , realistic training . "  
Dear Readers 
The typical campus scene about this time of year­
Hawaiian shorts , mini skirts and baseball on the South 
Quad . 
However, during this past week camouflage seemed 
to be a new fashion trend . ROTC week was designed to 
show other students on campus what the program is all 
about . Field training exercise and repelling off Buzzard 
Building were just a'few of the activities . 
To kick off the week, the Panther battalidn spent the 
weekend in the fields of Hood's Farm and Fox Ridge 
State Park doing field and training exercises . 
Verge reporter Amber Grimes spent the weekend 
with the battalion , and this week in the Verge she tells 
about the trip with first-hand experience . 
Staff photographer Julie Ehmen also toughed .  it last 
weekend . However , she said "it was a lot of fun . "  She 
noted that she participated in everything the ROTC 
members did including rafting for two hours and 
shooting M- 16's . 
This week in the Verge we show you what these peo­
ple in camouflage do and that they are also students . 
Brittany Ridge 
1\1 icrowave 
CUmplete l y  Carpeted 
Oven Range'> 
Wa�her & Dryer 
Deck off Liv ing Room 
Garbage Di,po,al 
Cable TV 
Di�hwasher 
:!- 1 /2 B aths 
Refrigerator 
Central Heat & A i r  
Management by Jim Wood and private owners 
I· Music __ � I 
Charleston Motor Inn 
"Gun Smoke ,"  will be perform 
beginning at 9 p .  m .  both Friday 
and Saturday at 920 W. Lincoln 
Ave . There is no cover charge . 
Thirsty's 
"After Hours , "  will be perfor­
ming on Saturday from 9- 1 a . m .  
E.L. Kracker's 
On Friday, it's St . Pauly girl 
night with t-shirt and hat 
giveaways, with a $ 1  cover 
charge . Saturday drinks will be 
two for one until 9 p . m .  Krackers 
is located at 1405 Fourth St . 
Ted's Warehouse 
"Apex,"  a rock 'n' roll band 
from Chicago will be starting a 
· 9 : 30 p . m .  on Friday night . 
Saturday , Ted's will be having 
specials from 8 p . m .  until close 
with $ 1 . 25 mixed drinks and 75 
cent drafts . 
IChu��__.1 
Bethel Chapel Assembly of 
God 
Services will be held at 10:45 
a . m .  and 6 p . m .  at 19 12 20th 
St. Sunday school will be held at 
9 : 45 a . m .  
Charleston Alliance Church 
Services will be held at 10 :  30 
·a . m .  at the Charleston Motor 
Inn , 920 W. Lincoln Ave . There 
will be an evening seminar at . 6 
titled "Master Your Money , "  
which i s  free and open to the 
public . 
Charleston Bible Center . 
Services will be held at 10 :30 
a . m .  and 6 p . m .  at 2605 Univ,�r­
sity Drive . 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Saturday at 7 p . m .  there will 
be a coffee house . Services will 
be held at 10 :30 a . m .  at 2231 S .  
Fourth St . 
First Baptist Church 
There will be an open house 
on Sunday with a catered lunch 
open to the public . The pastor's 
message will be "What We 
Believe" following the 9 : 20 a . m .  
service . Sunday school will begin 
at 1 1  a . m .  Services will be held 
at 2800 University Drive . 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 
and 10:45 a . m .  at 902 
Cleveland Ave . The Lutheran 
Student Fellowship wilL be helld 
at 5 p . m .  
Newman Catholic 
Services will be held at 
Saturday , 8 a . m .  and 9:  
Sunday at St . Ch 
Madison , and at 6:30 
Saturday and 1 1  a .m .  
Buzz�rd Auditorium . 
Praise Assembly of 
Services will be held 
a . m .  and 6 : 30 p.m. 
Newman Center o n  N 
Lincoln . Sunday sch 
held at 9 :30 a .m .  Gu 
Rev . Garry Steff e will be 
and a potluck will f 
10 :30 service . 
Wesley United M 
Church 
Services will be held 
and 1 1  a . m .  at 2206 f; 
· Sunday school will be 
9 : 50 a . m .  There will 
day night barbecue s 
p . m .  
ST. PAULI GIRLS $ 1  
meet the St . Pauli Girl 
E.L. KRACKERS 
prizes- - - -GIVEAWAYS 
I Ontu� 1 2 5 W. Lincoln 
·1 �21 . 345-4489 WOOD REAL ESTATE 1 1$ W  L I P<; C O L N  C'>I A ll; l U l O " .  l l l ll' o!OIS : 
SATU RDAY © 1 988 The TV L1stm Group Inc  Fl Worth, TX 
ESPN A WGN AMC 
Q m 
5 AM Horse Digest :30 S eedWeek Ke s Generation 
6 AM Pro Tennis TBA Larry Jones Varied Accounting :30 An A Chica o Your Skin Accountin 
7 AM Gummi (CC) Kitty Clowns Financial Larry Jones Superbook Club Literature :30 Smurfs Mu et Babies Pound Pu cc Freedom World Literature 
8 AM (CC) Monster (CC) Discovers Charlando o.c. Week (CC) Wooster Sq. New Explorer Economics (CC) Ke s to Pea le Wall t Kidswortd This Land Economics CC 
9 Pee Wee Real Pul l ing Diet Min Bus Nova 1 987 (CC) Rin Tin Tin Alcatraz RoJJQhing It Mt Mouse CC Ghostbusters Trivia Look at Me Su erman Sk Kin Microwaves 
10  Popeye Bugs (CC) SportAm J. Houston Gd Times Nature 1 987 (CC) Ranger Raoni, Part 1 Whats Cook'g Dennis F 'stones CC S ortsCntr Wt. Loss An lers Rifleman Nanc Sews 
1 1  Teen Wolf (CC) Crack-ups Swimming and Dance Party USA Soul Train Comrades 1 986 Gunsmoke Echo of the MOV: Numller Gala Health Show Divin cc Wi ld Sevelteell 1932 
1 2  Muppets Kid songs Insider MOV: King Kong MOV: Gay J .  Wilson Iron Horse Reindeer (NR) Laurel and Hard In Focus Cover Sto Escapes 1968 Divorcee 1934 Madeleine Ger. Od sse 
1 Community 1 7  Cheerleading MOV: Blood Song (G) (NR) Hometime (CC) B .  Masterson Festivals Wild Kin dam 1981 Collectors Broken Arrow Rendezvous 
. 2  Chrysler Cup Pro Bowlers · CBA Basketball MOV: · MOV: Comp. Chron. Big Valley Arctic IV Golf Tour President's Bloodhounds of Char e! 
3 CBS Sports Cartoon Express lady 1953 (NR) Broadway 1952 Joy of Paint Laredo Saturda Wide World of MOV: State Fair W. Alexander 
· 4  Sports Trouble Hits 1945 (NR) Mtrwk Wagon Train Fishin' Hole Check It Out T&T Bod atch CC 
5 Pub. Affairs Ebert Motorcycle Airwolf Loose · Oegrassi (CC) Polar People CBS News Local Pr Racin Chas Ch MOV: Remember Newton A le 
6 News · Dom Deluise SportsCntr New Mike Living Ille Day 1941 Lawrence Welk Excellence 9 0 5 She Sheriff s World Hammer Mom Fam NR Cam hel ls T Adv. 
7 High Mtn. . Oolly (CC) MOV: Island MOV: Final MOV: SuspidDll Wonderworks Lone Ranger: The Mystery Wld Wheels Ran rs NHL Hocke · Claw· 19ao Countdown 1980 1941 NR (CC Truth Unmasked Toward 2000 
8 Tour of Duty Ohara (CC) (PG) MOV: lave Me Future Scan cc " " . Ton hf1932 F. T ravalena 
9 West 57th Spenser: For Hitchcock News MOV: Gay (NR) Paper Chase (NA) World Alive Bergerac H ire CC Brad bu Divorcee 193' Al in 
10  · News ( : 15) News . Night F light Hogan (�R) Fresh Fields J. Ankerberg Wild Chron. MOV: Keuel MOV: Summer Wrestl in Coll e Baseball MOV: Leff Hand 1 9 15  Zola Levitt ' Wild .Ref Minder Cate 
1 1  Fantasy 1984 of God 1955 MOV: Compassion rhe UNICEF Hour 1933 (NR) Entertain This NR Bloodhounds of i n Off 
1 2  Wk Broadway 1952 Look at Me Adventurers Corned Club In Focus SCTV MOV: State Fair Youn & Slim 
1 S ign Off News Orkside 1 945 (NA) Jewish Voice On the Moon Si n Off S ortsCntr Movies Kitchen Pac. Outdrs 
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rt Frusha leads ROTC physical ROTC at Eastern . 
ha is in charge of the jun ior class of 
· ficult job at Eastern 
most difficult job in 
ROTC Panther Bat­
is he? He is Major 
, or as he is known 
, Sir . 
rusha is responsible 
class of ROTC , "  
Tim Tritsch , recruit­
. "In my estimate , 
difficult job . "  
who has been in the 
and a half years , is 
professor of military 
· inally assigned to 
North Carolina ,  in 
graduation from 
University and sta­
until 1980 . While 
WCIA 
o rn  
Shut I n  Mass 
there , Frusha worked with the 
82nd Airborne Division . 
From 1 980 to 1 98 1 ,  Frusha 
was assigned to the 2nd Infantry 
Division in Korea .  
"I  left Fort Bragg and went to 
the Infantry Officers' Advanced 
Course in Korea , "  said Frusha . 
"I enjoyed that throughly , "  he 
said . "It is a great country and 
very beautiful . "  
I n  1 98 1 ,  Frusha returned to 
Fort Bragg where he worked un­
til 1 985 with the 82nd Airborne 
Division and the 5th Special 
Forces unit . 
Although Eastern was his first 
assignment as an instructor in 
ROTC , Frusha is not new to this 
branch of the service . 
"My source of commission 
was ROTC from Texas Tech 
University . "  said Frusha . "I  went 
to all the normal schools infantry 
ND ESPN 
0 
SpeedWorld 
Ca l l iope 
officers go to . "  
Frusha graduated from Texas 
Tech in 1975 with a degree in 
Physical Education and a minor 
in Military Science . He then 
went into active service with the 
Army .  
"Advanced camp i s  the most 
demanding event for the 
juniors , "  he added.  "The results 
of this will determine what they 
get out of the Army . "  
Frusha said working with his 
cadets is personally rewarding.  
"One of the best things I get  to 
see is someone who comes in  
here not  oriented or mqture , "  he 
said . "They mature rapidly , 
everything's relate d . "  
Major Frusha will finish his 
tour of duty this year . He has 
been assigned to the Command 
and General Staff College in Fort 
Levenworth , Kansas. 
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''The Importance of Being 
Earnest" premieres Friday 
By WENDELL HUTSON 
Staff wr:ter 
Eastern will be invaded by 
Oscar Wilde's 18th century play 
titled "The Importance of Bemg 
Earnest " 
It will premiere at 8 p . m . Fri­
day in the Fine Ans Theater . 
The play will also be presented 
at 8 p . m .  Saturday, Sunday , 
Monday and Tuesday . A 
matinee performance will be 
held at 2 p . m .  Sunday . 
satire . "  
- The play 1 s  about two women 
who love only one man , named 
Ernest . The lead character 
(Jack) is played by Tim Estep . 
"Jack dosen't know his real 
name is Ernest (because he's 
adopted) , " Eisenhour added .  
The  play first premiered in 
London in 1895 where it left 
critics speechless . Since then it 
has played all over the world . 
Estep said that out of all the 
plays he has been in , this one is 
the most challengmg . He added 
that "because of the lead role rm 
playing I think this play is a 
stylish one , one with true mean­
ing . "  
"Choosing the one wrong 
detail iust to fit in is the main 
focus of the play . I think students 
will come and see because of 
this , "  Estep added . 
Eisenhour said out of all the 
plays he's directed ,  this one tops 
them all 
Admission is $2 for Eastern 
students , $3 for senior citizens 
and $4 for adults . 
Director Jerry Eisenhour  
describes the  play to  be  "trival ,  
romantic comedy- i n  a social 
Eisenhour said Jack is the type 
of character that likes to have 
fun . He invents an imaginary 
brother and uses this imagery to 
escape the rural country area he 
lives in to go into town and have 
fun . 
"If students come out and 
really listen to what is being said 
I 'm sure they'll enjoy themselves 
very m uch , "  Eisenhour added . 
Tim Estep , senior Theater Arts major, and senior 
rehearse for the u pcoming play , "The Importance 
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Young Rebels 
' '!Vloonstruck. ' '  wins three awards , 
The onslaught of Academy 
Award winners is on . Theaters 
across the country are now 
highl ighting this year's big win­
ners .  Prominent among them is 
"Moonstruck. " It 's star , Cher,  
was this year's winner for Best 
Actress . 
However, she did not earn 
recognition alone . The movie 
also won awards for Olympia 
Dukakis for her supporting role 
as Rose Castorin i ,  Cher's 
mother in  the f i lm , and for 
Roger 
Johnson 
screenw riter J o h n  Patr ick •••••••• 
Shanley . 
To begin with , I must say that I am n iether Italian or 
Catholic ,  which are the two major themes that this f i lm 
plays on . But those little ethnic shortcomings did not 
stop me from enjoying this movie . 
This movie �arned Cher her f irst Oscar , but it must 
be known that this is an ensemble f i lm . The entire cast 
is essential to the success of this movie .  Many of the 
faces you' l l  see may seem famil iar. All are respected 
actors who mainly do theater on the east coast , but 
you will recognize them from their many appearances 
in other projects . 
"Moonstruck" is the story of a couple of eccentric ,  
I talian families from Brooklyn .  These famil ies are fi l led 
with colorful portrayals of traditional elders who came 
over to America from the homeland and of the younger 
Italian Americans who thrive in the city . 
them for a number of years . In the process, Larreta 
begins to fall in love with Ronny , the passionate , hot­
tempered baker.  
Ronny's l ife has been altered by an accident for 
which he blames his brother Johnny . He speaks of the 
accident which caused the bad blood , with passion and 
fire , much like the opras he grew up hearing at home.  
He now feels that h is l i fe is never going to be the 
glamorous one he's dreamed of . That all starts to 
change when he finds Larreta. 
The relationship between Rose, Lorreta's mother, 
and Cosmo,  her father, is itself unstable. Cosmo 
represents an aging Italian trying his best to keep up 
with world and youth . 
Rose wonders why men , particularly her husband,  
feel  the need to chase women . She represents the 
struggle for a traditional family in  the story . But in the 
end it is the Grandfather who best represents the idea 
of family togetherness . 
This whole f i lm is fi l led with sub-plots and l ittle pieces 
of Italian life . It is this complexity that makes this film 
more than a one-dimensional story of a stereotypical 
Italians.  The credit for the believabi l ity of the script 
belongs to writer Shanley , for his abil ity to capture the 
true sounds of I talian phrasing and speech . 
N icolas Cage,  at 2 3 ,  has earned himself a great deal 
of respect in Hollywood . He began his career with his 
uncle , Francis Ford Coppola, in "Rumble Fish . "  Roles 
in Alan Parker's "Birdy" and then in "Peggy Sue Got 
Married " and later in  " Raising Arizona" have sealed his 
place as a leading man . 
To surmize , I must say that I probably m issed some 
of the ethnic humor of the fi lm , but I sti l l  ended up en­
joying the story of these people,  who could easily be 
your neighbors or friends . . 
-Roger Johnson is a regular movie reviewer for The 
Verge .  
stars as Loretta Castorin i ,  in  Moonstruck, 
romantic comedy directed by Norman 
. Photo courtesy of Metro-Goldwyn­
Larreta Castorin i ,  Cher, is engaged to be married to 
Johnny Cammareri , played by Danny Aiel lo (you may 
remember him as Madonna's father in the video for 
"Papa Don 't Preach" ) .  However, before the wedding 
date can be set Johnny must travel to Sicily to be with 
his dying mother .  While he's gone he asks Lorretta to 
personally invite his brother , Ronny Cammareri 
(N icolas Cage) ,  to the weddin g .  
This invitation i s  a chance for Johnny and Ronny to 
mend the bad blood that the two have had between 
Pictures, Inc .  
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· Field training _exerc 
By AMBER GRIMES 
Staff editor 
The old adage that the Army does 
more by 9 a . m .  than most people do all 
day certainly applies to Eastern's 
ROTC . 
Members of the ROTC spent last 
weekend on the hills and fields of 
Hood's Farm and Fox Ridge State Park 
on a field training exercise . 
The cadets weekend officially started 
on Friday at 2 p . m .  
Rendevoi.lsing at the campus pond , 
the Panther battalion was picked up by 
National Guard helicopters a n d  
transported t o  Hood's Farm . 
From behind Thomas Hall , a row of 
four helicopters could be seen cresting 
the treeline .  While the helicopters were 
landing ,  the cadets took advantage of 
the time to help each other double 
check their equipment . · 
The training exercise is designed to 
brient cadets and give them a preview 
of what to expect in "advanced camp , "  
which students must g o  through during 
the second two years of the course . It 
also shows cadets a little of what Army 
life is like . 
"It gives them (the cadets) a chance 
to apply what they learned in class , "  
said Capt . Rick Clifton , ROTC in­
structor . 
Cadets taking target practice during 
After the cadets were briefed on safe­
ty by the helicopter pilots , they were 
loaded on by squads . As the doors were 
closed , a last glimpse of anxious faces 
could be seen . A thumbs-tip sign was 
shown through the helicopter's window 
as it disappeared over the horizon . 
Hood's Farm is owned by James R .  
Hood , a past VFW commander . He lets 
the ROTC use the farm as training 
grounds because of the excellent ter­
rain . 
The sound of the helicopters signaled 
the cadets presence at the farm before 
they came into view . 
For some of the cadets , the helicopter 
ride was a new and exciting experience . 
"I was scared at first , but it got better , "  
said Becky Harzy , freshman ROTC 
cadet . 
But for others it was "no big deal . "  
"I've m ade 40 jumps , i t  (the ride) was 
like coming home , '. '  Chuck Pedigo , 
freshman transfer ROTC cadet said .  
"Each time you go up its different ,"  
Pedigo added . 
"The ride was great , but I wished they 
would have left the doors open ,"  
Sophomore ROTC Cadet Kurt Kruger 
said . 
Other cadets also shared the feeling 
that the ride must be experienced to 
understand the thril l . "You can't explain 
��� :::::: -""' T 
JULIE EHMEN I Staff photographer 
last weakend 's field training exercise . 
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it (the feeling of riding in a helicopter . )  
You just have t o  d o  it , "  Eric Niksch , 
former battalion cadet cmdr . , said . 
"You never lose the excitement . It's 
different every time , but you always 
have butterflies , "  Niksch adde d .  
After all the cadets had assembled 
and received their supplies, they split in­
to separate groups to prepare for Fri­
day's night manuevers . 
The Alpha Company,  made up most­
ly of freshmen and sophomores ,  went 
with their leaders to plan their strategy 
while the rangers and military science 
juniors (MS 3's) went to plan their 
strategy . 
The Alpha Company's duties entailed 
keeping watch , forming a night 
perimeter (circle around headquarters) 
and watching for the enemy . 
The job of the seniors , or MS 4's ,  was 
to plan , coordinate and execute a full 
scale field train ing exercise . The MS 3's 
job was to rotate leadership positions 
and lead the squads . 
The rangers and MS 3's objective was 
to capture Alpha Company's items,  
which retained point value . "If  we take 
more than they retain , we win , "  said 
Tom Green , junior ROTC cadet .  "Most­
ly you wait . There's a lot of waiting . 
That's the main thing a solider does , "  
Pedigo added .  
Friday night the  cadets took part in  
night manuevers , which consisted of 
defending the perimeter against infiltra­
tion . 
"The Rangers (and MS 3's) infiltrated 
the smaller team (Alpha Company) and 
had to find certain items that contained 
valuable intelligence information . We 
had to come in without being detected , "  
Niksch added . 
As part of the weekend's ex 
the cadets also took part in 
challenge trails . 
The object of the TCT is for the 
leaders to decide the best way 
through the obstacles within the 
time limit . If the squad broke any 
rules they were given a 10 
penalty . When they had comp! 
task they were critiqued by their 
manders . 
One purpose of TCT is to give 
courage and to test their individ 
group abilities . " (You) always 
mission towards the capabil 
(your) members , "  Clifton said . 
The teamwork, cooperation 
friendship was evident as the 
worked together to solve the pr 
There seemed to be an unsaid 
ROTC cadets would do anyth 
each other . 
"I thought it was challenging, 
were tough . We only completed 
pie in the allotted time.  They t 
of planning and skill , "  Kruger said. 
This exercise is beneficial to n 
those cadets participating in the 
but also th1? cadets in charge of 
the task . 
"I thought it was a tremendous 
ing experience . The cadets learn 
to work together to accomplish 
sion , "  Ranger Company 
William Hibner said . 
The training exercise not onl 
decision making abilities but 
develops confidence in not only 
dividual but in the group . 
"I think its a good experience. 
who didn't have the oppo 
work together before got the o 
(See ROTC , page 128) 
JULIE EHMEN I Staff photographer 
ROTC instructor Capt . Rick Clifton wipes camouflage paint from 
his face during ROTC maneuvers last weekend . 
FRIDAY, APRll 2 
uts cadets in action 
were used to transport 
exercise last weekend . 
give cadets a preview ·of 
JULIE EHMEN I Staff photographer 
"advanced camp, " the second half of the ROTC pro­
gram . 
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Former Battalion Cadet Cmdr.  Eric Niksch keeps goo per­
sonal hygiene during ROTC weekend maneuvers . 
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Battalion commander obtains variety of talen 
By ALMA J. WATSON 
Staff writer 
Could you imagine someone 
who majors in zoology,  com­
mands a battalion of ROTC 
cadets and be the fundraising 
chairman of a fraternity ; and 
speak a little Spanish , Turkisk 
and Russian : and even be air­
borne qualified? Oh , and by the 
way , keep a g . p . a .  of a 3 . 28 .  
Well , it isn t make believe , it's 
Eastern 's own Reid Webber . 
Webber is a senior and the 
battalion commander of approx­
imately 1 60 cadets . 
About his job , Webber said , "I 
enjoy being able to do a lot of 
thmgs . We have 160 people 
here this year and we're really 
starting to get into it .  The pro­
gram is set up so that I get ex­
perience at what I can do . The 
ROTC gives you hands-on ex­
perience and provides you with 
an area you will be experienced 
in after college . "  
" I  enjoy it because last 
semester I was company com­
mander of the Junior Bravo 
Company which were all junior 
cadets , and now I'm a battalion 
commander . This is enjoyable 
because I get to deal with more 
people and have more say in 
things that go on . "  
Webber said his job a s  bat­
talion com mander allows him to 
make final decisions of the bat­
talion , if it's minor. "If it's serious 
and will effect the whole bat­
talion , then we will have a brief­
ing with the Cadre , who are the 
instructors in charge overall , "  
said Webber . 
Webber said the ROTC pro­
gram has allowed him to do a lot 
of interesting things . "Last year I 
got to go to airborne school . 
Now I'm airborne qualified ,  
which means I can parachute 
from airplanes . "  There are about 
eight other cadets who are also 
airborne qualified in the pro­
gram . 
"I find it very thrilling and 
there isn't anything that I really 
dislike about my job . What I do , 
it's a lot of work . I enjoy it 
· though , "  added Webber . 
With so much to do and so lit­
tle time to do it , what is Webber's 
secret to being one of Eastern's 
few supermen? "I just basically 
try to arrange ever,Ything where 
nothing conflicts , "  said Webber . 
Sergent Alycia Evans said , 
"Reid has been a real asset to the 
ROTC program . He constantly 
seeks ways to improve himself . " 
Besides his active role in the 
ROTC program , Webber is also 
involved with his fraternity , 
Lambda Chi Alpha . He is a 
member of the fund raising com­
mittee and says , "I really enjoy 
it . "  
Major Alan Prenger said , 
"Reid is an exceptional student 
leader who has a bright future as 
an Army officer . "  
A s  for the future , Webber 
said , "I  would like to continue 
my studies at a few universities, 
taking a class here and there . I 
want to eventually get a degree 
in political science . "  
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tern Sergeant accepted to ranger school 
hip and Excellence" 
words written on the 
OTC's coat of arms.  
words also describe an 
ROTC cadet who has 
rece ive d specia l 
n for his leadership 
ence . 
thers , 1st Sgt. of the 
ngers and junior at 
was recently accepted 
school . 
described Ranger 
a 10-week intensive 
program in special 
for the U . S . Army.  
that cadets are trained 
tactics (raids , am­
speciahzed patrols) 
climates 
estimated that the 
ds $40 ,000 to put just 
through this training 
petition process of 
n for ranger school 
a series of physical 
Major Robert Frusha ,  
advisor. 
nal Profile sets the 
for cadets applying to 
he said . He said in 
ly a cadet must be 
the following : 75 
two minutes, 80 sit­
minutes , run five 
g combat boots in 
minutes and march 
a wrucksack . 
"Lee's sc res were all tremen­
dous " Frusha sa d .  
I n  addition t o  vigorous 
physical training tests , the cadet 
m ust be technically competant , 
have good common sense and a 
competitive grade point average . 
The last part of competition 
requires the cadet to write a nar­
rative , and have two other nar­
ratives written for him . 
These three parts of the com­
petition make up the cadet's 
packet that is sent to ROTC 
headquarters to be reviewed . 
" Everyone who submits a 
packet is already close to the Na­
tional Profile , "  Frusha said . He 
said approximately 800 to 1 200 
packets are submitted , and only 
60- 70 cadets are accepted .  
Every year the requirements 
to be accepted to the school 
become tougher , Frusha said . 
"Cadets must beat the National 
Profile ,  and it gets harder every 
year . "  
Capt . Tim Tritsch , operations 
officer of the ROTC , said 
another reason for the increasing 
difficulty in getting accepted is 
the federal budget . 
"With the federal budget 
.. restraints they've had to cut back 
on the number of slots available 
to cadets , "  he said , adding that 
"sometimes Eastern's lucky io 
send one cadet . "  
Leathers said h e  set ranger 
school as his goal when he 
entered the ROTC Ran�e�s as a 
fres� r'ln 
Cadets tnat are accepted are 
tlown to Ft . Benning , Georgia , 
one week before the enlisted Ar­
my members arrive , Leathers 
said . He said they call this first 
week "Indoctrination Week . "  
During this week the cadets take 
part in training that allows them 
to adapt to Georgia's hot humid 
chmate . 
The enlisted Army arrives the 
following week , known as "hell 
week , "  Leathers said . On an 
average , cadets train 18 -hours 
per day . 
He added the men will only 
get two hours of sleep after 
preparing for the next day's 
operations . Losing 35 pounds is 
also part of hell week . 
Cadets learn details of being 
on a mission during hell week,  
Leathers said . He said these in­
clude learning the details of  
raids ,  ambushes,  hand to hand 
combat , operation orders and 
planning in a field environment . 
After hell week is completed , 
phases begin , he added .. Each 
phase lasts approximately one 
week. 
The training in Georgia is part 
of phase one which is training in 
a woodland e n viron m e n t , 
Leathers said . The next phase 
takes place in a mountain en­
vironment . 
The cadets will learn how to 
adapt operations to 'the climate . 
For example , Leathers said in 
the mountains they learn techni­
ques of building rope bridges .  
The next phase i s  the desert 
phase , where they move on to 
Utah,  Leathers said . Part of the 
training there is how to deal with 
rattlesnakes .  
Florida is  the  site for the 
swamp jungle phase where the 
cadets train in waist deep water ,  
Leathers said . 
From there the cadets move to 
the Gulf of Mexico where the 
small boat operations phase 
begins .  This phase ends the pro­
gram with a parachute jump , he 
said . 
"If you make it through 
everything without quitting you 
get your ranger tab , "  Leathers 
said . The ranger tab is a black 
and gold half-moon-shaped 
badge worn above all other 
badges on the left shoulder , he 
added . 
Leathers will leave for ranger 
school on May 2 7 ,  but until then 
he will spend his time in prepar­
ing . 
He said there are medical 
shots to get , a list of supplies to 
pack and ranger tactics to study . 
In addition , he runs four or five 
miles every day with a field pack 
which also helps him prepare the 
most important thing on the list 
of supplies- motivation . 
Leathers said he needs 
motivation to get his ranger tab 
.because his goal for after college 
is the 82nd Airborn Unit . 
='�: l f � 
STEVE BEAMER I Photo editor 
1 st Sgt. Lee Leathers 
Yet , as special as this honor is, 
Leathers ' has not been the first 
Eastern cadet to be accepted to 
Ranger School . Leathers said 
"we have a lot of really good 
guys here at Eastern who all 
work really hard . "  
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Hostess program started to help recruitme 
By DEBBIE BULL WINKEL 
Staff writer 
A group of g '"·� er. ca�p s 
could have an r� uerce o­
recruitment for Ec,s+ern ·s 1988 
football team . 
A hoste s� recruitmg prng. am 
was designed ir Scpten· l:er to 
help Eastern·s footbail coaches in 
recruiting high school athletes 
"We had kicked tre :dea 
around in Januar) but we didn't 
have enough time to incorporate 
the program because we 1.Nere 
on the road recruiting , " said 
assistant football coach Brock 
Spack . 
The program was developed 
by Spack and his wife , Aimee . 
Head football coach Bob 
Spoo said the hostess program is 
tremendous . "In the recruiting 
De Lorean 
files law 
suit 
L O S  A N G E L E S  
(AP) - Former automaker J.ohn 
Z. De Lorean has filed a $6 1 0  
million federal lawsuit against 
serveral lawyers q.nd accoun­
tants , claiming they conspired to 
destroy his business operations 
and personal reputation . 
In the suit filed Friday in U . S .  
District Court i n  San Diego , De 
Lorean said the lawyers and ac­
countants mal ic iously pro­
secuted h im in  violation of 
federal racket�enng laws . the 
Detroit Free Press reported 
Saturday . 
De Lorean settled his car com­
pany's bankruptcy case in 
August, when he agreed to pay 
$9 .36 million to creditors . 
Those named in the suit in­
clude Sheldon Toil and Robert 
Weiss,  lawyers for the Detroit 
firm of H o nigman Mi l ler  
Schwartz & Cohn ; Yale Levin , 
an accounting executive who 
h a s  w o r k e d  f o r  P r i c e  
Waterhouse & C o .  i n  Detroit ; 
and a group of British accoun­
tants , the newspaper said . 
Weiss called the suit " utterly 
preposterous ,"  the Free Press 
said Saturday . It said most of 
those named in the suit couldn't 
be reached for comment . 
The De Lorean Motor Co . 
went bankrupt after De Lorean 
was arrested on cocaine traffick­
ing charges in 1 98 1 .  He was ac­
quitted of the cocaine charges in 
Los Angeles federal court and 
later was cleared of racketeering 
charge in Detroit federal court . 
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v. a,. , > 0 're a:v. a::.s looking for 
an edge and the 1 "S'eSSeS pro­
vide t' <s edge ' '  ; .c sa·d 
Spack sa�c t�- e l < esses se \ e 
as "spo�e:people k· t' e ..:� ·ver­
sit)' who ca,... g;, e a d fferent 
out:ook and view d the U'1i\ers'­
ty tha . .  H e p1ayers or even the 
coaches . "  
T h e  idea of  start·ng such a 
program at Eastern originated 
when Spack read an article in 
Sports Illustrated magazine .  
"We (the team) were o n  a 
plane to San Jose to play the first 
game of the season , " Spack 
said , adding , "there was an arti­
cle in Sports Illustrated about the 
top football programs in the 
country who hav.e recruiting 
hostesse s . "  
He added that developing a 
NOW Delivering 
after 5 : 00 ·  
Call 345-1433 
recruiting hostess program at 
Eastern was easy . "The response 
v. as rea1 \. good , but it v.as hard 
to decirher who we wa'lted ir 
tl1e p··ograr� because ever)"body 
we interviewed v. as very good . "  
T h e  hos+e_ses job takes p ace 
on the weekends during the 
footba11 recruitment period . 
Spack said there are two d f. 
ferent types  of recruit ing 
weekends " During the season 
when we have home games , we 
invite kids to come down on 
their own , called informal visits . " 
"The hostesses tour the 
facilities , the campus,  then sit on 
the sidelines (with the players) 
during warm ups , "  Spack said . 
"We treat everybody like a 
bluechip player , we roll out the 
red carpet , "  he adde d .  
Sunday 
Dorm Special 
Chicken Salad 
$2.49 
Served with 
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Sprouts, Pickle 
& Chips 
w/a 
Small Drink 
On the official recruitment 
visits . the team invites players 
the> 're considering to draft . 
Easte,.,... pa)'S for the e·-t\re 
v. eel. e '"' c  
D �· i:--g t l-: e  off:c ;a ' \. ' s:ts "i•'s a 
ope-on-on re!a ·ons'ii. one 
gu). a'1d one recruiting hostess 
per player ,"  Spack said He 
ro•ed that "it 's  her responsibility 
to take him on the tour . "  
Recruitment hostess Debbie 
G l o g o u sky , a s o p h o m ore 
b usiness education major , said 
"this was the first year of the 
hostess program , and it was 
great . '  
She added,  "this was publ.c 
relations ,  yet it wasn't work . I 
can't wait until next year . "  
When choosing the hostesses 
Spack looks for those who will 
be dedicated and willing 
sacrifice time on the job . " 
want people who · reall� wan 
he lp us ,  who really want to 
this , "  Spack said . 
Between 50 and 75 g;r1s i 
viev. ed for a hostess positio 
the Jall , and about 28 girls 
chosen to rep:esent Eastern . 
In terms of the initial · 
view,  "I first hand then: the 
cle from Sports Illustrated, 
then my wife and I try to 
them that this is a volunteer 
gram , "  Spack said . 
"I can't say enough abo 
advantages" of the pr 
Spoo said . "The girls are 
nice , congenial people w 
very instrumental in 
about the decisions oii 
recruits . "  
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. . , 
men in ROTC; more prominent than ever 
e women in the Ar­
before World War I, but 
late 1940s they rarely 
s other than cooks, 
and nurses. 
en can be found at 
position the Army of­
s make up 35 per­
people in today's Ar­
women than ever are 
the advantages of a 
the Army. 
number of women 
y Is Increasing, so is 
of women in 
fC . Out of the 145 
Andrea Seely ( left) and Lori Strode check their at Hood's farm . 
·­
JULIE EHMEN I Staff photographer 
mula, the Army can identify 
those people . 
"There may very well come a 
day when there aren't different 
scales (for different sexes and 
age groups) , "  Tritsch said . 
"Women have a different 
physiological make-up than 
men , but physiological dif­
ferences do not necessarily 
denote discrimination . Women 
are capable of doing anything a 
man can do."  
at Eastern , 64 are 
d Capt . Timmy D .  
the Eastern ROTC 
said according to 
figures, "Next fall 
ore fem ales than we 
had in our history (at 
weapons during the ROTC training weekend held 
Although the Army has made 
giant strides toward equality for 
women , there are still two posi­
tions which women aren't allow­
ed to hold in the Army. A 
woman can't be in an infantry or 
armor division (foot soldier and 
tank crews) . 
· Tritsch said he is not in a posi­
tion to comment on those prac­
tices because he didn't make the 
:iecision ;  Congress did . 
Eastern has a high 
of females in the 
m because there is 
ntage of females 
the college as com­
universities. 
1he program , Tritsch 
must be "of good 
er and physically 
The p h ysical  
i s  measured in sit­
(the m ale type,  
the toes,  not the 
mile runs .  
the  cadet must 
number of push­
ain time ,  Tritsch 
example , while a 
e age might have 
Is based on the 
of many men and 
have taken the test . 
the Army has an 
a person who is 
. physical condi­
of. With the for� 
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ups or sit-ups in a given time 
period.  The 2-mile run must also 
be completed within a certain 
tim e . The n u mbers are 
calculated with a sophisticated 
formula the Army devised which 
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Thinking of new ideas can 
e absolutely brainracking 
ly GARY LARSEN 
>taff writer 
Coming up with new ideas for 
t hese  co lum n s  is t o u g h . 
Sometimes I sit for hours withou 
a decent thought to elaborate on 
and . . .  
Wait! Just in! A planet of male 
figure skaters has just landed in 
Utah ,  and they want to dress the 
people of earth up in clothes just 
like they wear ! No , I'm kidding.  
I just wanted to be sure I · had 
your attention . 
But if the warning had been 
legitimate , what would you have 
done? I don't know what I'd do . 
In a crisis situation would I 
remember the grade school rules 
to be calm , stay in a single-file 
line and not jam raisins in Todd 
Polchevipiak's ear even though 
he started it? 
I doubt it . Emergencies have 
been on my mind since I recently 
went to quarter beer night at . a 
local bar , where a crowd of just 
over 58 ,000 were stuffed into 
the place like cattle . While wedg­
ing my way through the crowd 
(spilling beer , of course , )  the 
following thought occurred to 
m e :  If a fire broke out ,  we'd all 
be charcoal . 
Even though the first twelve 
years of education include mock 
fire and tornado drills that teach 
us to flee disaster scenes in an 
orderly manner , that just 
wouldn't happen . Those drills 
ROTC _ __..from page 6B 
ty . 
Commaraderie is another im­
portant aspect of ROTC life . 
"ROTC was a v�hicle , it brought 
us together as friends , "  Hibner 
said . 
Setting out to accomplish a 
common goal is a way to bring 
people together . Team support 
is another positive factor of the 
ROTC program . 
"Support of a good team leads 
to success , you're only as good 
as your team , "  Hibner said . " If 
you aren't a team and you don't 
work together , you won't get 
anything accomplished , "  Poirier 
said . 
ROTC stands for Reserve Of­
ficer Training Corps,  and their 
objettive is to produce commis­
sioned officers for the United 
States Army.  
ROTC offers scholarships , job 
training , military careers , a feel­
ing of self-worth , friendship , a 
network of career contacts , 
adventure and is a learning ex­
perience , to name a few . "To a 
basic course cadet who wants to 
see what's out there , it's just 
another class the university of­
fers , "  Hibner said . 
People have different reasons 
for getting into ROTC . What you 
get out of it depends on how 
much you put into it. Some peo­
ple just want the scholarship to 
help pay for their schooling , 
others really put in time and con­
tribute to the cause . 
"My buddies are running to in­
terviews like chickens with their 
heads cut off . A lot of people 
have a college degree and no 
idea what to do , "  Niksch said . 
The ROTC offers many things 
to many people . If you are in­
terested in finding out what they 
have to offer stop by the ROTC 
office in room 308 in the Applied 
SciencP "' uilding .  
were done in vain for a couple of 
reasons.  
The first relates to our primal 
instinct to avoid harm . In dire cir­
cumstances ,  human beings strive 
for self-preservation at all costs . 
This means looking out for 
number one , even if it means 
throwing elbows at the elderly . 
And if a packed bar went up in 
flames , the instinct would take 
over . 
Just for the sake of argument , 
let's say a· despondent botany in­
structor drove a car bomb into 
the side of a bar , undoubtedly 
done in anguish over his salary 
at Eastern . A smail fire ignites· 
and hopefully starts with · 
whatever band is playing.  
There is  no way that a bar full 
of · drunken college students 
would follow any orderly pro­
cedure to the exits . Cool , col­
lected attitudes would give way 
to more shoving than my aunts 
do when they go Christmas 
shopping- which , incidentally , 
is done as part of their training 
for the annual Bull Run of 
P o m p e i .  A n d  e v e n  t h e y  
wouldn't stand a chance i n  a bar 
full of panicked drunks . 
It would be , as my gramps us­
ed to say , "nuts , '' and I'll be the 
first to admit that I'd freak out 
along with everybody else . 
Women and children first? Just 
get out of the way or be trampled 
in a frenzied death rush . 
Amplifying the panic would be 
the alcohol that flows in most of 
· our bloodstreams when we go to 
bars ,  which both intensifies our 
emotions and sends us to the 
restroom an awful lot . And what 
could be more conducive to a 
successful evacuation than a 
complete lack of motor skills? 
I'm sure that none of this is 
surprising anyone and the odds 
of a bar going up in flames are 
small , anyway . But the prospect 
for total pandemonium exists in 
every mobbed bar . 
That just · may be enough to 
keep some of you away from the 
bar scene and maybe even save 
a few lives .  The rest of you will 
no doubt dismiss my warning as 
trivial and hit the bars just as 
heavy as ever . 
Hey,  maybe I'll see you out 
there . 
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